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The California endowment (TCe) was founded in 1996 with 
an explicit health justice mission that endures to this day: 
“to expand access to affordable, quality health care for 
underserved individuals and communities and to promote 
fundamental improvements in the health status of the 
people of California.” By 2012, the asset base of this health 
conversion foundation stood at $3.7 billion, with annual 
giving at $144 million. its primary grantmaking strategy is 
known as Building healthy Communities (BhC). in 2009, 
TCe committed more than $1 billion over 10 years to 
statewide policy advocacy and strategic communications 
as well as deep and targeted investments in 14 selected 
communities across the state. 
results of this assessment were overwhelmingly positive. The 
California endowment exemplifies strategic social justice phi-
lanthropy on virtually all of nCrP’s measures. in fact, through 
the process of this assessment, what we learned about TCe’s 
strategy and impact informed nCrP’s decision to award the 
foundation its 2014 impact award for large private founda-
tion. The findings shed light on why and how the foundation 
accomplished these results, offer guidance as it makes deci-
sions about what to keep doing and what to change, and can 
inspire other grantmakers that are pursuing similar paths. 
There is always room for improvement, particularly be-
cause there is no simple or linear path to social justice; the 
complexity and interconnectedness of social structures 
means that solutions in one arena often create conse-
quences in other parts of the system. funders like TCe that 
are committed to this work must be open to honest feed-
back and continuous learning – not in the hopes of achiev-
ing perfection, but of being more aware of and sensitive 
about trade-offs, making them thoughtfully and mitigating 
them when possible. Key findings from this assessment are:
1. the California endowment is pursuing a bold and 
robust strategy that is helping move the needle 
toward equity. The foundation has helped expand 
health access and equity through its support of national 
health reform, changes in school discipline policies and 
focused attention on the urgent needs of boys and men 
of color. TCe explicitly addresses disparate outcomes, 
impacts, treatment and opportunities for low-income 
communities, communities of color, immigrant popula-
tions and other marginalized groups. it invests in social 
change strategies such as policy advocacy and com-
munity organizing to address root causes of inequity, 
as well as to build power among those most affected so 
they can engage in the discussions and decisions that 
affect their lives over the long term. The current focus 
on 14 communities across California enables a systems 
approach that can lead to real changes people can 
experience directly, as well as build their will, skill and 
relationships to participate actively and effectively in 
civic life now and in the future. The corresponding focus 
on changing statewide policy and public opinion means 
that what happens in those communities can aggregate 
to far-reaching impact across the state. 
2. the California endowment embraces power as 
a driver of change and invests in efforts to build 
community power, particularly of those most af-
fected by health inequities. according to foundation 
Center data, TCe is in the top tier of foundations – and 
surpasses nCrP’s recommended levels – in its support 
eXeCuTiVe summary
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for vulnerable populations and its investment in social 
justice strategies.  
 
TCe’s approach distinguishes BhC from other funder-
driven place-based initiatives because it explicitly 
seeks to build power at the local level and connect it 
with statewide policy change. Using a community or-
ganizing strategy enables TCe to fully tap the potential 
of systems change – both in terms of the interlocking 
systems that shape a community and also to connect 
local, state and federal systems. By building the orga-
nizing capacity of service organizations in BhC sites, 
TCe’s approach also helps to bridge the usual divide 
between policy advocacy and direct service work. 
3. the California endowment leverages a robust 
menu of resources and entry points to make 
change in addition to grants; some worry that 
this strength undermines the capacity of non-
profits to drive change for the long term. as 
early as its inaugural annual report, TCe referenced 
the notion of being not just a grantmaker but a 
changemaker as well. This means leveraging the full 
spectrum of resources available to foundations to 
effect change, including funding advocacy efforts, 
directly engaging in advocacy and strategic com-
munications, using its convening power, providing 
technical assistance and aligning its investment 
strategy with grantmaking goals. while stakehold-
ers identify this as a core strength of the foundation, 
especially in comparison to its peers in the field, 
several also express concern about the balance be-
tween grantmaking and other activities that grant-
ees themselves also may undertake. They caution 
TCe to ensure that nonprofits continue to maintain a 
robust capacity to engage in advocacy.
4. the California endowment leads by example, 
makes strategic use of the bully pulpit and mod-
els the power of diversity to drive social change. 
one notable change-making strategy is the founda-
tion’s willingness to use its leadership, influence and 
“bully pulpit” to advance issues related to its social 
justice mission. Ceo dr. robert ross is viewed as 
a bold and humble leader in philanthropy, public 
health, health equity and other arenas. while inter-
viewees offer candid critique and suggestions for 
how the foundation might improve its efforts,  
they express universal respect and genuine ap-
preciation for ross’s values and leadership. and he 
has surrounded himself with other diverse leaders 
who are regarded as the best and brightest in their 
respective fields.  
5. some of the California endowment’s grantmak-
ing practices limit grantees’ flexibility to engage 
in the full spectrum of systems change work. 
while the foundation provides multi-year funding, 
it has limited its ability to grant general operating 
support. in 2011, only 10 percent of its grantmak-
ing went to general operating support grants, well 
below the 50 percent that nCrP recommends for 
effective grantmaking. 
6. the California endowment struggles to align the 
various moving parts that comprise its complex 
social justice strategy. alignment could be stronger 
at multiple levels – between statewide policy and 
community-based work; across various funding pools 
and between grantmaking and investments; between 
programmatic and operational needs; and between 
community organizing and more traditional program-
officer perspectives within the foundation. 
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7. the California endowment invests in learning 
for impact; specific outcomes are emerging from 
the experience on the ground. Social justice work 
is complex and TCe has commissioned numerous 
studies to probe these complexities and learn from 
them. in partnership with grantees, the foundation is 
articulating signs of progress that they are building 
community capacity and power, and learning how 
these help improve health equity. 
The California endowment exemplifies strategic social 
justice philanthropy in many ways, including its attention 
to continuous learning and improvement. The following 
recommendations are offered in that same spirit.
1. Continue the explicit and robust commitment to 
social justice. TCe is already a national leader and its 
current approach clearly is producing important and 
much-needed results. Specifically, continue prioritizing 
support of marginalized communities, social change 
strategies like community organizing and advocacy, 
and multi-year funding. additionally, continue to make 
use of the foundation’s leadership voice to influence the 
philanthropic field and others to invest in social justice. 
2. reinvest in building the nonprofit infrastructure 
for statewide policy advocacy and rekindle closer 
coordination with partners from that sector. This 
is not to suggest an abandonment of TCe’s advocacy 
and communications efforts, but rather a recalibration 
between what the foundation funds and what it runs 
directly. no matter its size and effectiveness, TCe can-
not advocate on all issues; having a robust nonprofit 
advocacy infrastructure means that TCe can focus its 
efforts without worry that other issues are falling by 
the wayside. further, this approach will truly maximize 
the change-maker orientation because nonprofits 
can include lobbying in their advocacy efforts, unlike 
private foundations. having greater capacity will en-
able grantees to maximize the foundation’s efforts, for 
example, by being able to more fully respond to and 
integrate the foundation’s strategic messaging about 
health access and equity. 
3. increase general operating support grants. This 
will help nonprofit grantees build their capacity while 
also providing maximum flexibility to engage in the 
full range of advocacy activities, including lobbying. 
also, make sure that grant agreements do not include 
language that unnecessarily inhibits grantee advocacy 
and lobbying. 
4. Communicate more directly and transparently 
about the foundation’s intentions, outcomes and 
lessons. Stakeholders identified at least three areas 
in need of greater transparency and communication: 
(a) how all the pieces of the BhC strategic framework 
connect and reinforce each other, including the links 
between power building and health improvement 
outcomes and the indicators that power is being built; 
(b) why the 14 communities were chosen and how the 
local work in these places can support and comple-
ment work in other communities that are not directly 
funded; and (c) the rationale for the focus on systemic 
support for boys and men of color.  
5. involve grantees more directly in strategy devel-
opment. while grantees are tapped regularly for 
feedback to inform learning and evaluation, several of 
the findings point to the value of and need for greater 
grantee involvement on the front end of crafting 
strategies. This includes help with alignment across 
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foundation efforts to identify and articulate realistic 
and meaningful outcomes and to ensure nonprofit 
capacity building remains a priority for the foundation. 
This would complement TCe’s power-building efforts 
and demonstrate to other institutional and systems 
leaders that power can be shared and shifted. 
6. align and coordinate the foundation’s grant invest-
ments across its programmatic areas as well as with 
mission investments. internal efforts to promote learn-
ing and strategizing across the healthy Communities 
and healthy California teams hold promise. additionally, 
while there is some resistance to creating more layers of 
infrastructure in communities, some greater coordina-
tion of both grantmaking and community-based work 
would be useful. finally, program- and mission-related 
investment strategies could better align with and sup-
port the work in the 14 local communities.  
7. invest in comprehensive and continuous profes-
sional development and training for staff. TCe has 
a staff of 135 to ensure its capacity to do social justice 
giving well. This size also allows staff to be located 
in or near funding sites and have time to connect 
with communities and build relationships. especially 
because the staff is so diverse and dispersed geo-
graphically, continuous training, support and internal 
communications are critical in ensuring a unified team. 
Program staff need support to blend social justice 
values with the craft of grantmaking. operations staff 
need support to make the links between their day-to-
day responsibilities and the social justice mission of 
the foundation. These efforts will enable TCe to shore 
up its grantmaking function while also strengthening 
its work as a multifaceted changemaker.
Strategic social justice philanthropy is not easy. But The 
California endowment proves that it is possible. Through its 
steadfast commitment to building the capacity and power 
of marginalized communities, its strategic efforts to con-
nect local work with statewide policy, its deep investment in 
community organizing and the myriad ways it leverages its 
leadership voice and influence, TCe is well on its way to tap-
ping the full potential of foundations as social changemak-
ers. Continuing and building upon what works, as well as 
making strategic adjustments consistent with its values, will 
both strengthen TCe’s results and serve as a beacon of hope 
to the field and to communities most in need of support.
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The California endowment (TCe) was founded in 1996 with 
an explicit health justice mission that endures to this day: 
“to expand access to affordable, quality health care for 
underserved individuals and communities and to promote 
fundamental improvements in the health status of the 
people of California.” 
The foundation was seeded with a corpus of $1.3 billion, 
generated from the conversion of the nonprofit Blue Cross 
of California (BCC) to a for-profit health insurer in 1993. This 
principal was secured by the efforts of advocates, including 
the national consumer protection group Consumers Union, 
which pushed state regulators to reject BCC’s initial offer 
of only $100 million to be directed for charitable purposes. 
Ultimately, BCC distributed all of its assets, which totaled 
more than $3.2 billion in cash and ownership of the new 
for-profit venture wellPoint health networks, between two 
newly created health foundations. TCe was established as a 
501(c)(3) private foundation and the California healthCare 
foundation was created as a 501(c)(4) entity with a focus 
on improving the health care delivery system.2 in its first 
year, TCe granted nearly $32 million.
at its founding, TCe was the 28th largest private founda-
tion in the United States, and it is still the largest private 
statewide health foundation in the country. The founda-
tion Center currently lists it as the 16th largest foundation, 
across all types, based on asset size and 46th largest by 
total giving.3 By 2012, its asset base stood at $3.7 billion, 
with annual giving at $144 million. 
TCe has a 17-member board of directors and employs a 
staff of 135. President and chief executive officer dr. robert 
ross leads an eight-person executive team that includes 
senior vice presidents dr. Tony iton and daniel Zingale, vice 
president and chief learning officer Jim Keddy, and chiefs 
of finance, human resources, investments and operations. 
tHe CaliFornia Context
while TCe’s assets, grantmaking budget and staff size are 
the envy of statewide health funders across the nation, 
they must be taken in the context of a state as large and 
diverse as California. U.S. Census data puts the state’s popu-
lation at 38 million, more than 12 percent of the nation’s 
total. The largest and 13th fastest-growing state, California 
has a population that continues to diversify from both im-
migration and in-migration. 
according to the 2000 census, the state had become “ma-
jority minority,” with the country’s fastest-growing latino 
and asian populations and largest native population. in 
fact, about one out of every five americans of color live in 
California and 70 percent of Californians under the age of 
25 identify as people of color. Currently, the population is 
39.4 percent white, 38.2 percent hispanic/latino, 13.9 per-
cent asian, 6.6 percent black, 1.7 percent native american, 
0.5 percent native hawaiian or other Pacific islander and 
3.6 percent mixed race. These broad categories mask fur-
ther diversity, particularly among asian and latino popula-
tions that reflect countless ethnicities, languages, religions 
and immigration patterns. Spanish is the state’s second 
aBouT THe CaliFornia  
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most-spoken language and more Californians speak a 
language other than english at home than residents in any 
other state.4  
Prior to the implementation of the affordable Care act 
(aCa), 22 percent of Californians (7.3 million people) were 
uninsured, the 7th highest concentration in the country. 
about 25 percent of those without insurance held jobs; 
more than 50 percent of uninsured children lived in homes 
where the head of household worked full time. These 
figures are estimated to drop by half by 2016 following the 
implementation of the aCa.5
To cover the vast geography, size and diversity of Califor-
nia, TCe maintains its headquarters in los angeles and has 
regional offices in Sacramento, oakland, fresno and San 
diego.
GrantmakinG Priorities: From 
Communities First to soCial 
determinants oF HealtH
TCe’s first annual report shows that, from the start, this 
foundation was intended to be more focused on systems 
change than typical health conversion foundations. The 
1996–97 annual report refers to “the idea of a philanthropic 
organization that could go far beyond simply giving out 
grants, applying its knowledge and presence to ask critical 
questions, inform policymakers, and forge partnerships.” 
interestingly, the conversion seems to have informed the 
foundation’s sense of itself as a change agent: “Because The 
endowment grew from the conversion of a not-for-profit 
corporation to a for-profit enterprise, we hold ourselves 
to a different standard of effectiveness. we’ve shifted our 
thinking from a classic philanthropic model – doing good 
– to a new model focused on achieving lasting, meaningful 
change.” The report also identifies at least two principles 
that would guide the foundation’s efforts: “community-
based, which means doing things with communities … 
[and a] regional focus.”6 
for about a decade beginning in the late 1990s, TCe’s 
grantmaking addressed three health-related goal areas: 
disparities, access and workforce cultural competence. 
while some observers describe the foundation as more 
responsive to nonprofit requests for support in its grant-
making during that period than currently, programmatic 
efforts and staff actually were organized as either “regional” 
or “initiative” (for example, TCe had a farmworker initiative). 
within a region or initiative, the foundation set specific 
goals and strategies while also responding to community 
needs. Grantmaking was done by goal area, with goal 
teams comprised of regional, initiative, communications 
and evaluation staff. By 2008, TCe began to take on a “social 
determinants of health” perspective.7 This orientation 
places importance on a community’s built environment, 
decision-making systems, institutional relationships and 
power dynamics. a common refrain of the “social deter-
minants” school of thought is that “zip code matters more 
than genetic code” in terms of influencing health status 
and outcomes.
BuildinG HealtHY Communities
with this theoretical frame as a backdrop, TCe shifted its 
grantmaking strategy from a focus on changing individual 
behavior and health systems to a broader definition of 
health and a more expansive approach to improving 
the health of individuals and communities. in 2009, TCe 
committed $1 billion over 10 years to a strategy known as 
Building healthy Communities (BhC), which includes state-
wide policy advocacy and strategic communications, as 
well as deep and targeted investment in 14 selected com-
munities across the state. The statewide policy and strate-
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gic communications work is organized under a program-
matic umbrella known as healthy California, directed by 
Zingale. The local work in the 14 sites is known as healthy 
Communities and it falls under the leadership of iton. a 
third grantmaking area, known as the enterprise portfolio, 
includes impact investments, learning and evaluation, and 
other special initiatives of the Ceo or board. 
BhC’s strategic framework includes four “big results” as 
well as 10 community-level outcomes that contribute to 
or indicate progress toward the big results. The outcomes 
are pursued through various campaigns organized under 
the categories of schools, neighborhoods and prevention. 
in turn, these campaigns aim for “Twelve Transformational 
Policies” that support health improvements. finally, the 
framework delineates five “drivers of change” that describe 
what influences the outcomes and, consequently, what 
strategies communities (and the foundation) must engage 
in to effect change. (See appendix for more on BhC’s stra-
tegic framework.)
To identify BhC sites, TCe staff and consultants looked 
at traditional health data as well as broader indicators of 
community health for locations that reflected both the 
demographics of California and the highest needs. They 
also conducted asset mapping to determine capacity 
in communities that could be built upon with strategic 
investments to strengthen community health and make 
progress on the foundation’s overall goals. after at least 
three rounds of analysis, TCe identified 20 communities 
in the running for selection and conducted site visits with 
each one. Ultimately, TCe selected 14 communities.8
in each community, the first step was to identify an 
organization to host a “hub,” a central connecting point 
and coordinating table for BhC work in each site. with TCe 
funding, each hub hired or designated a staff person to 
be the local site’s hub manager. in turn, the hub’s first step 
was to bring together diverse stakeholders to create a logic 
model showing which of TCe’s outcomes the site would 
pursue, and how. These logic models help inform TCe’s 
grantmaking in each community and also enable both the 
communities and the foundation to track progress and 
make changes strategically and systematically.
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during 2012–13, nCrP developed and piloted an 
assessment tool for foundations that addressed the 
strategic practices outlined in Criteria for Philanthropy 
at Its Best and its more recent report, Real Results: Why 
Strategic Philanthropy Is Social Justice Philanthropy. The 
former provides a comprehensive and nuanced set 
of benchmarks that foundations can use for effective 
operational, grantmaking and leadership practices. 
Real Results argues that to maximize impact, founda-
tions must be effective not only in an objective sense 
but also specifically in pursuit of social justice, both 
internally and externally. 
“Strategic and just” means not only having clearly 
aligned goals and strategies and a way to measure 
impact. it also means embedding in those processes 
an explicit consideration for who benefits from the 
foundation’s grantmaking and how, a systematic 
and routine method for tapping input from affected 
communities to inform the foundation’s priorities 
and work, and a steadfast commitment to and invest-
ment in strategies to change systems that perpetuate 
inequity. a comprehensive, nuanced examination 
of foundation goals, strategies and practices using 
nCrP’s targeted “strategic social justice philanthropy” 
lens shows how strategy and justice can be aligned to 
boost a foundation’s impact in communities that are 
most affected by inequitable structures and in need 
of philanthropic investments.  
keY questions
To this end, the assessment addresses these key questions:
outcomes and impact
  what outcomes have been achieved in part because of 
the foundation’s efforts?
  what do all the foundation’s efforts add up to in terms 
of meaningful and lasting social change that can be 
felt in people’s lives, particularly those who are most 
affected by structural barriers and burdens?
  has the foundation worked across sectors and silos to 
achieve impact? 
  has the foundation effectively supported community-
driven collaboration and coalitions among grantees 
and other nonprofits?  
Goals and strategy   
  are the foundation’s goals and strategy likely to 
benefit or empower underserved communities? is the 
foundation applying an equity lens or analysis to its 
grantmaking? is it addressing disparities in outcomes 
for the issues or constituencies it prioritizes?
  which stakeholders and what sources of data and best 
practice have informed these goals and strategies? 
  does the foundation pursue and invest in systemic 
change strategies? does it support grantees’ efforts to 
use the full range of advocacy tools legally at their dis-
posal? is the foundation leveraging its limited dollars 
in ways that will advance social justice?
  is the foundation looking at the ecosystem of actors 
within the sphere it seeks to influence and collaborat-
ing strategically with others?  
Partnership with Grantees
  does the foundation employ responsive grantmaking 
practices, such as providing core support and multi-
oVerView oF meTHodology
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year funding? how do the foundation’s grantmaking 
practices advance or hinder achievement of its goals?
  how does the foundation go beyond the grant to lever-
age its relationships, convening power, expertise and 
other assets to help grantees achieve mutual goals?
  does the foundation solicit feedback from its grantees 
and applicants and act on that feedback? 
other effective Practices
  how do the foundation’s investment and payout poli-
cies and practices support its own mission and the 
goals of its grantees?
  does the foundation operate in a transparent and ethi-
cal manner, with policies in place to prevent fraud and 
abuse?
  is the board of directors large and diverse enough to 
allow for effective and ethical decision making? 
data ColleCtion and analYsis
To answer these questions, nCrP pursued the following 
research methods:
1. review of publicly available foundation materials 
that could help answer the assessment questions, e.g., 
strategic plan, 990-Pfs, annual reports, grantmaking 
guidelines, grant descriptions, application and report-
ing requirements, and news articles referencing the 
foundation from the prior 12-month period. 
2. interviews with stakeholders. nCrP interviewed a 
cross-section of individuals who are familiar with the 
foundation’s work and could comment on its strate-
gic social justice philanthropy efforts and results. for 
this assessment of The California endowment, nCrP 
interviewed 53 stakeholders representing the follow-
ing perspectives:
  14 current or recent grantees
  2 youth advisers
  16 current staff
  4 former staff
  8 consultants/advisers
  9 peers or key observers in the field of philanthropy 
most interviewees have been guaranteed anonym-
ity and will not be identified by name in the report 
or otherwise. Though the foundation was helpful in 
identifying some prospective interviewees, nCrP 
has not reported who actually completed inter-
views. further, some interviewees were identified 
through the research process and not revealed to 
the foundation, even as prospects. only TCe execu-
tive leadership staff are identified by name in the 
report, as they often provide the “official” word on 
a given topic.
3. review of data reports. nCrP adjusted its standard 
methodology and did not conduct a survey of TCe 
grantees for this assessment. This choice was made in 
consultation with TCe and was based on the fact that 
grantees had been surveyed recently for the Grantee 
Perception report conducted by the Center for effec-
tive Philanthropy (CeP), as well as for several internally 
initiated programmatic evaluations.  
rather than impose on grantees again, or ask similar 
questions of staff and others, we instead reviewed and 
integrated findings from the following reports provid-
ed by TCe, most of which are available for download 
from the foundation’s website:
  Building healthy Communities: drivers of Change 
and the Twelve Transformational Policies, 2014
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  The California endowment diversity data on who 
we are and who we fund, march 2012
  The California endowment diversity, equity and 
inclusion report Card, July 2013
  The California endowment Strategic review, fSG, 
october 2013
  California Speaks on fair School funding, final 
report of the School Success express, november 
2013
  Grantee Perception report, The Center for effec-
tive Philanthropy, Summer 2012
  People Power in Building healthy Communities, 
Spring 2014
  Power to the People? investing in California’s or-
ganizing infrastructure, manual Pastor et al., april 
2014
  Profile of advocacy Progress, Building healthy 
Communities, april 2013
  School discipline reform, Building healthy Com-
munities Case Study, august 2013
  Sons and Brothers, Building healthy Communities 
Case Study, fSG, november 2013
  Staff Perception report, The Center for effective 
Philanthropy, Summer 2013
  Summary of funded Strategies for Building 
healthy Communities, february 2013
  There’s Something happening here … a look 
at The California endowment’s Building healthy 
Communities initiative, USC Program for environ-
mental and regional equity (Pere), february 2014
  Youth Program inventory Survey 2013, Building 
healthy Communities  
4. analysis of interview data and reports. Using nCrP’s 
criteria for strategic social justice philanthropy as 
their guidepost, researchers coded interview notes 
and secondary data reports for relevant themes. The 
analysis was done iteratively to capture both salience 
and nuance. 
relationsHiP witH tHe Foundation
nCrP developed this assessment tool and selected The 
California endowment to be one of the first foundations to 
be assessed. while nCrP conducted this research indepen-
dently, we invited TCe to participate in shaping and imple-
menting the review. The foundation’s leadership under-
stood the potential value of this independent study as an 
opportunity to get honest and actionable feedback about 
its efforts as well as to share learning with the field about 
the foundation’s approach to strategic social justice phi-
lanthropy. further, because TCe invests heavily in learning 
and evaluation, its leadership felt that nCrP’s independent 
study could complement its internal efforts to measure its 
effectiveness and impact.
Jim Keddy, vice president and chief learning officer, served 
as nCrP’s primary contact. he provided feedback on our 
methodology, helped identify internal and external inter-
view prospects, shared relevant and complementary data 
reports, and encouraged colleagues inside and outside 
the foundation to speak candidly with us and inform this 
study. TCe received a draft copy of the assessment report 
to review for factual accuracy; where appropriate, the foun-
dation’s corrections and perspectives have been integrated 
into the final report. 
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results of this assessment were overwhelmingly positive. 
The California endowment exemplifies strategic social 
justice philanthropy on virtually all of nCrP’s measures. 
in fact, through the process of this assessment, what we 
learned about TCe’s strategy and impact informed nCrP’s 
decision to award the foundation a 2014 nCrP impact 
award for the large private foundation category.9
The following findings are intended to shed light on why 
and how the foundation accomplished its impressive and 
important results. we hope they will help the foundation 
refine its strategies as it integrates learning from various 
sources and makes decisions about what to keep doing and 
what to change, and will inform other grantmakers that are 
pursuing similar paths. of course, there is always room for 
improvement, particularly because there is no simple or lin-
ear path to social justice. The complexity and interconnect-
edness of social structures means that solutions in one arena 
often create consequences in other parts of the system. 
funders like TCe that are committed to this work must be 
open to honest feedback and continuous learning – not in 
the hopes of achieving perfection but of being more aware 
of and sensitive about trade-offs, making them thoughtfully 
and mitigating them when possible. 
as one interviewee observed, “[TCe] may look good be-
cause [its] peers are not that great. and there’s a lot more 
[it] can do.” indeed, the following findings are offered in the 
spirit of continuous learning and improvement for both 
TCe and the field of philanthropy.
1. the California endowment is pursuing a bold  
and robust strategy that is helping move the needle 
toward equity. 
TCe unabashedly identifies as a social justice funder and 
earns the moniker by explicitly addressing disparate out-
comes, impacts, treatment and opportunities for low-in-
come communities, communities of color, immigrant popu-
lations and other marginalized groups. it invests in social 
change strategies such as policy advocacy and community 
organizing to address root causes of inequity as well as to 
build power among those most affected so they can engage 
in the discussions and decisions that affect their lives over 
the long term. The current focus on 14 communities across 
the state enables a systems approach that can lead to real 
changes that people experience directly, as well as build 
their will, skill and relationships to participate actively and 
effectively in civic life now and in the future. The correspond-
ing focus on changing statewide policy and public opinion 
means that what happens in those communities can aggre-
gate to far-reaching impact across the state.
A. Real Results.
Stakeholders point to four primary successes stemming, at 
least in part, from TCe’s efforts:
dramatic expansion of health care coverage through 
the affordable Care act (aCa). TCe played a central 
role in the passage and implementation of the aCa. TCe 
was one of two major funders that made serious invest-
ments in the national coalition health Care for america 
now! without which this landmark legislation would 
not have passed. with an allocation of $350 million out 
assessmenT Findings
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of its corpus, TCe has made a series of investments to 
the state and to community agencies that have helped 
enable nearly 700,00010 low-income Californians to 
enroll in a health plan through aCa. TCe has supported 
outreach efforts, public education campaigns and health 
care workforce development. also, thanks to TCe’s 
support, California was the first state to have its health 
insurance exchange up and running. To date, Califor-
nia accounts for nearly half of all enrollees nationwide. 
further information about specific, myriad ways that TCe 
supported the aCa is detailed below.
Changes in school discipline policies.11 rising out of 
concerns identified at the local level, TCe helped organize 
and mobilize support to disrupt the “school-to-prison 
pipeline,”12 which disproportionately affects boys of color, 
by expanding restorative justice policies13 and, most 
notably, ending reliance on “willful defiance”14 as grounds 
for suspension or expulsion. local school districts, includ-
ing los angeles, oakland, long Beach, fresno and San 
francisco, have adopted favorable policies, and the issue 
has gotten elevated in the public discourse statewide. in 
the 2011–12 school year, 48 percent of 710,000 suspen-
sions statewide were for “willful defiance.”15 recent data 
from the California department of education comparing 
the 2012–13 school year to the previous one show that 
overall suspensions statewide dropped 14 percent while 
expulsions were down 12 percent; suspensions specifi-
cally for “willful defiance” fell nearly 24 percent and expul-
sions nearly 19 percent.16 while causation is difficult to 
prove, it is notable that these drops followed the efforts in 
2011–12 by local and statewide advocates, supported by 
TCe. These results are impressive but equally important is 
the leadership role played by young people themselves 
who identified this as an issue of concern and actively 
engaged in all aspects of the campaign.
Community input on fair school funding.17 as part 
of the 2013–14 budget, the state updated its school 
financing system and redirected $10 billion to better 
support high-needs students through what is known as 
the local Control funding formula (lCff).18 a TCe staff 
member working closely on the issue estimated that 
about half of this newly directed investment would go 
toward schools serving children in BhC sites. lCff was 
designed to enable local control over education and 
spending decisions, and TCe wanted to make sure that 
low-income residents were part of that decision-making 
process. over six weeks in the fall of 2013, TCe worked 
with community-based groups in the BhC sites to en-
gage 1,600 people – mostly from low-income neighbor-
hoods – in 12 public forums. Collectively, these events 
advised state administrators to focus on accountability, 
the essential role of parents and caregivers, engaging 
students themselves in decision-making, creating posi-
tive learning environments and maintaining and equip-
ping schools to support learning and health.
statewide and national imperative to improve out-
comes for boys and men of color.19 narrowing health 
gaps for boys and men of color has always been one of 
the intended community outcomes for BhC. however, 
like foundations across the field, attention to this work 
was located at the program level and driven by program 
officers. TCe staff and others felt that the issue needed 
to be championed by foundation executives so it could 
gain greater traction. at the June 2013 Council on 
foundations conference, ross invited fellow Ceos from 
the Silicon Valley Community foundation, robert wood 
Johnson foundation, open Society foundations and 
the John S. and James l. Knight foundation to cohost a 
session that included nearly 30 other foundations. “They 
decided then and there that they couldn’t leave the con-
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ference without making a statement,” a TCe staffer re-
counts. The group came together as an informal network 
known as The executives’ alliance to expand opportuni-
ties for Boys and men of Color and issued a statement 
pledging their commitment to lead and mobilize the 
sector. They articulated four key goals: increase philan-
thropic investment, use their own positions to speak 
out, foster public-private partnerships with government 
and business and build political will around key policy 
issues. as the TCe staffer explains: 
“The group agreed that it needed to be public from 
day one in order to build in accountability. if this thing 
doesn’t do anything, there will be backlash.” 
a month later, the verdict in the florida trial of George 
Zimmerman for the killing of unarmed teenager Trayvon 
martin catalyzed President Barack obama to issue a rare 
public statement about race, and he specifically noted the 
vulnerability of boys and young men of color in contem-
porary american life. within weeks, the president invited 
foundation leaders, including ross, to the white house. 
Though the executives’ alliance was still informal, it was 
organized enough to take advantage of this unique and 
timely leveraging opportunity, and further conversation 
with the white house followed. 
By march 2014, the president announced “my Brother’s 
Keeper,” a public-private initiative that enables and en-
courages federal agencies to identify and remove barriers 
facing boys and men of color. Though it does not include 
federal funds for this effort, the president’s bully pulpit, 
combined with $350 million collectively pledged over the 
coming three to five years by 10 foundations, including 
TCe, gives these issues a national platform and raises their 
importance in the national psyche. 
TCe has pledged $50 million to the cause in the remain-
ing seven years of BhC; the foundation has identified four 
statewide anchor partners – Policylink, movement Strat-
egy Center, earl warren institute and fenton Communica-
tions – to organize and lead a statewide alliance for Boys 
and men of Color. while TCe cannot take responsibility for 
the president’s announcement, the foundation’s steadfast 
leadership on these issues, and its timely organizing of 
other funders, enabled synergy that rapidly elevated this 
important work.
in California, TCe-funded groups helped nudge a bipartisan 
group of legislators to create the assembly Select Com-
mittee on the Status of Boys and men of Color in 2011.20 
This group is charged with outlining state policy priorities 
that meet the needs of boys and men of color. This is an 
example of how TCe’s efforts can have ripple effects that 
embed the work into the fabric of policy and decision-
making at the state level, thus amplifying the foundation’s 
investments.
B. Strategic framework enabled these results. 
These examples affirm the intention of Building healthy 
Communities to allow local efforts to aggregate to state-
wide (or even federal) policy and systems changes, and to 
allow statewide (and even federal) advocacy efforts to be 
informed and engaged by community members in order 
to develop policy solutions that meet their needs. The aCa 
work linked federal and state policy work to local-level in-
frastructure to get insurance coverage to those who most 
needed it. The school discipline work started at the local 
level and led to a statewide advocacy campaign. The state’s 
shift to a local control funding formula created an oppor-
tunity to engage local residents in the implementation of 
state policy. and efforts to support boys and men of color 
are bubbling up, intersecting and gaining traction at mul-
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tiple levels. Ultimately, in whichever direction one works, 
the end goals are improved outcomes that people can 
experience directly and more empowered and engaged 
residents who have ever increasing agency over their own 
lives and outcomes in their communities. 
C. Social determinants drive strategic framework. 
The new strategy emerged from two core “truths,” as articu-
lated to nCrP by ross:
  authentic grassroots leaders, in organizations or not, 
have a tremendous amount of wisdom and passion 
about how to solve problems in their neighborhoods.
  a great deal of the barriers and impediments to health, 
well-being and wellness are systems issues. 
Thus, the strategy necessitates strengthening the capac-
ity of grassroots leaders to solve their own problems and 
make their communities healthier, as well as influencing 
the conversation and systems statewide so all communities 
facing similar problems can do better.
This framework complements and aligns with the social 
determinants of health approach. as iton explains, funders 
concerned about health equity can intervene “down-
stream” – i.e., on individual and family behavior as well as 
medical care – or “upstream,” on the social and ecological 
factors that shape what happens downstream. These in-
clude variables like neighborhood conditions, work oppor-
tunities and institutional resources. in a resource publica-
tion developed for Grantmakers in health, iton shows that 
the complexity of the challenge requires intervention all 
along the continuum. But most funders have preferred to 
work downstream, which is insufficient to address the un-
derlying causes of poor and inequitable health outcomes. 
he notes that upstream strategies will reduce demand 
downstream. But he pushes upstream funders even further 
to consider “core problems of inequitable political power.” 
he notes:
“Public health focuses on policy. But these approaches 
ignore the power dynamics. You can have good policies, 
but the maldistribution of power leads to inequities of 
[health] outcomes.”21
D. Equity and empowerment lead to better health out-
comes. 
if inequity undermines health, then greater equity is neces-
sary to create and sustain better health. as TCe describes in 
its strategy documents: 
“TCe seeks to change the conditions in which people 
live that lead to cumulative health disadvantage. This is 
done by building resident power and youth leadership, 
promoting lasting policy changes that address health 
and social inequities as well as how systems respond to 
individuals, and by creating a new narrative about the 
strengths and capacities of communities to thrive.”22
ross expresses confidence that the results TCe is helping 
communities achieve do improve health. he reflects on the 
school discipline reform work: 
“when students get suspended, they are marginalized 
and stigmatized and it gives them more time to get 
recruited by gangs rather than to show them an op-
portunity pathway. The healthiest and safest place for 
young people to be is in schools, not on the street. we 
now have data that there’s been a 14 percent reduction 
in suspensions … now, three years in, we are seeing 
the benefits and fruits of power building and voice and 
advocacy in building healthy community.”
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TCe’s policy work is built on a research base about health 
improvement. “i believe in my heart of hearts that there will 
be better health outcomes,” Zingale says. “But for me, there’s 
a lot of purpose in bringing equity to people’s chances. i will 
feel proud if more people have a chance for preventive health 
[and] more kids have a chance to drink clean water if they are 
thirsty. we are contributing to better choices and chances.” 
iton sums up TCe’s approach: 
“There are one million people in the 14 communities. 
our goal is to use them as proving sites for some of the 
practices we think are critical throughout the state, to 
affect state policy and practice, and showcase examples 
of success … i have always said we will not be success-
ful in year 2020 if we have 14 healthier communities 
but nothing else has changed in 200 similarly situated 
communities. we are trying to show a different way to 
improve health status.” 
2. the California endowment embraces power as a 
driver of change and invests in efforts to build com-
munity power, particularly of those most affected by 
health inequities. 
according to data from the foundation Center, TCe is in the 
top tier of foundations, surpassing nCrP’s recommended 
levels in its support of “vulnerable populations” (73 percent 
of grantmaking in 2011), and its investment in social justice 
strategies like community organizing, policy advocacy and 
civic engagement (55 percent of grantmaking in 2011).23 
The Philanthropic initiative for racial equity reports that 
between 2009 and 2012, TCe was one of the leading 
funders of community organizing and was more likely than 
other funders of community organizing to openly and 
transparently label their grants as such.24 
TCe’s approach distinguishes BhC from other funder-
driven place-based initiatives because it explicitly seeks 
to build local power and formally links it with statewide 
policy change. Using a community organizing approach 
enables TCe to fully tap the potential of systems change 
– in terms of the interlocking systems that shape a 
community and also to connect local, state and federal 
systems. By building the organizing capacity of service 
organizations in BhC sites, TCe’s approach also helps to 
bridge the usual divide between policy advocacy and 
direct service work.
a knowledgeable observer of funder place-based initia-
tives affirms TCe’s approach, noting that these efforts 
“enable the work to be broader than just the topic area 
you are concerned about. all these things are connected. 
all the research and literature suggests that most of the 
challenges people face in communities are interconnected 
… People who participate in the initiative themselves go 
through a transformative process.” 
A. Getting comfortable with power. 
The inclusion of “drivers of change” in TCe’s theory of 
social change signals a power analysis, which is not always 
present in the strategies of foundations. Though TCe had 
engaged in place-based efforts prior to BhC, the work was 
more traditional and driven by the “usual suspects” – poli-
cymakers, system leaders and nonprofit and community-
based organization directors. There was less orientation 
around shifting power relationships or building the power 
and capacity of people most affected by structural barriers. 
iton notes that BhC reflects a change in TCe’s thinking: 
“The theory is to invest in people’s power to participate 
more effectively in democratic decision-making in their 
communities and allow them to hold their systems 
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accountable for more equitable health outcomes. The 
practice is to build social, political and economic power 
in a critical mass of people in these communities so 
they can more effectively craft solutions to the prob-
lems they see as priorities.”
iton and others note that believing that community 
residents should be at the table and have a voice is not 
enough. a strategy that “just assumes you can bring low-
income people together with the police chief and the 
superintendent of schools and they will have equal power 
is not a meaningful community engagement strategy,” he 
asserts. instead, funders and others who truly want the 
community to have power must take steps to build that 
power, as well as to enable traditional leaders and institu-
tions with power to be ready to share it. another staffer 
cautions that attention must be paid to both when the 
community is ready and when the system is ready to truly 
share power in new ways.
This focus on power, and the systematic approach to build-
ing and shifting power, takes time and does not follow a 
linear path. as BhC completes its third year, some stake-
holders, as well as TCe’s commissioned evaluation efforts, 
have noted the slow pace of change, which in turn contrib-
utes to some degree of skepticism about TCe’s strategy. But 
one grantee points out that TCe’s long-term commitment 
and patience for this kind of change helped ensure that 
those most affected are truly engaged. “Sometimes the 
quickest to the table is not the most able to represent com-
munity needs.” TCe’s community partners could not build 
the table once and then move on to producing results. 
Building the table is actually an ongoing process. while 
time consuming and perhaps frustrating, it also builds the 
trust and infrastructure that ultimately supports commu-
nity power and resiliency.
one peer funder suggests that TCe’s approach with BhC 
will produce better results because of the emphasis on 
community organizing and power building: 
“when people get engaged in solving the problem, they 
tend to be very practical – the solution is the same size as 
the problem. when you try to get government or a public 
entity or a corporation involved, they can’t ever solve small 
problems, they have to universalize problems and come 
up with universalized solutions. But at the local level, [the 
solution] can be the exact size of the problem.” 
This understanding and embrace of power resonates 
across and all the way up TCe, as ross noted during a 2011 
interview:
“i think what’s undervalued and underappreciated is 
the issue of power, and that the root of most of the 
social problems that plague our nation – health reform, 
education reform, fiscal government reform, housing re-
form – are not fundamentally innovation problems but 
power and equity problems.”25
B. Investing in and building the capacity of marginalized 
communities. 
all this focus on building power stems from TCe’s long-time 
commitment to marginalized groups that are overrepre-
sented in poor health outcomes but typically do not have 
power. ross points out: 
“our board has approved investing dollars in ensur-
ing those left out of obamacare – like undocumented 
immigrants – still are afforded some measure of dignity 
and health care. even though that’s not a safe space 
politically, the board holds me accountable to that 
objective.”
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Though the foundation no longer funds straight service 
provision, it has been able to build the capacity of direct 
service grantees to engage in community organizing and 
policy advocacy. This has a positive effect not only on the 
nonprofits but on residents, and particularly youth, en-
gaged in BhC activities, as evidenced by the campaign to 
change school discipline policies described above. 
one grantee notes that most residents were coming 
from a place of powerlessness, and through BhC they 
are finally finding their voices and understanding what it 
means to have power. “They are beginning to understand 
what they are fully capable of and taking on leadership at 
the local level.” 
recent data show that more than 49,000 individuals in BhC 
sites have been engaged in the work of resident-driven 
organizing groups.26 further, organizations that serve and 
engage youth provide critical leadership development for 
their members, alongside activities like political education, 
ethnic studies and peer-to-peer learning.27 
Youth leaders, who have participated in BhC activities as 
well as on the President’s Youth Council that meets pri-
vately with ross, are aware of an especially profound shift 
in their sense of themselves. “i can say i grew up with this 
initiative and the foundation,” says one youth leader. “i am 
bringing resources back to my community to make social 
change that is progressive that everyone can benefit from 
… i can strive and obtain whatever i am capable of.”
Youth leaders report using the organizing skills they 
acquired from their various interactions with TCe to help 
lead other successful actions, such as a youth march, living 
wage efforts in their communities and restorative justice 
efforts in the schools. “i have been a leader in these efforts, 
i’ve been able to impact 250,000 people in [my commu-
nity] and they don’t even know it.”
a staff person notes that one thing that’s significant about 
TCe’s success in the policy arena is that there’s not just a pol-
icy change to point to, but more importantly, young people 
and other residents are actually driving the policy change.
C. Who’s left out? 
Perhaps ironically, with such attention to how structures af-
fect marginalized communities, there is also some critique 
about specific communities that have been left out of TCe’s 
efforts and results. Some observers suggest that the way 
TCe selected sites for BhC naturally led to more latino-
focused sites; likewise, there is some concern that african 
american communities were not adequately included and 
that, across the sites, asian american, native hawaiian and 
Pacific islander (aPi) groups were less engaged. 
in october 2011, in response to an increase in the number 
of place-based initiatives by private philanthropy as well 
as local government, the los angeles-based asian Pacific 
islander legislative Caucus and asian and Pacific islander 
California action network organized a public hearing of 
the California Commission on asian Pacific islander ameri-
can affairs.28 Testimony articulated half a dozen reasons 
why place-based efforts do not align with the realities of 
aPi communities, including:
  aPi communities do not arrange themselves geographi-
cally like other communities of color. for example, one 
grantee explains that Korea Town in los angeles carries 
that name because of the abundance of Korean-owned 
businesses and restaurants in the area. But the Korean 
population lives across the metropolitan area, while the 
majority of Korea Town’s residents are latino.
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  Statistical data rarely disaggregate among aPi com-
munities, masking specific needs of subgroups. one 
grantee laments: “The model minority myth makes 
people feel like the school-to-prison pipeline doesn’t 
affect the aPi community. But in the Cambodian popu-
lation, one in three boys doesn’t graduate high school. 
when we are lumped together, the success of some 
parts of the aPi community overshadows other parts.”
  diversity within aPi communities across ethnicity, cul-
ture, language, religion and more requires enormous 
capacity in order to address needs and engage people. 
Some TCe staffers do agree that Southeast asian communities 
experience acute disparities but have not been fully integrat-
ed into TCe’s efforts. while noting that “the lack of disaggre-
gated data is a structural issue, not a TCe issue,” stakeholders 
also note that this state of affairs shifts the burden to grantees 
to educate the funder. This can be difficult for any grantee, but 
especially so for immigrant populations, including refugees, 
undocumented residents and others with little power.
further, while the focus on boys and men of color is gener-
ally appreciated, and has captivated the attention of other 
funders as well as political leaders all the way up to the white 
house, there is naturally some concern about a lack of focus 
on girls and women of color. especially with an all-male lead-
ership team guiding the grantmaking program, some feel TCe 
should be clearer about how its efforts ensure gender as well 
as racial equity. one grantee says directly: 
“i feel like it upholds patriarchy. a lot of young women 
play such a big role in supporting the men in their lives 
– they have been their ‘brother’s keeper’ … Putting all 
these resources and enrichment activities specifically 
for men and telling girls they can’t come – it feels like 
‘stay back in the kitchen.’ That can feel hard for women.” 
finally, staff acknowledge that TCe has had less of an 
explicit focus on lGBTQ communities but has been devel-
oping a strategy to support lGBTQ voices within BhC as 
well as inside the foundation. while focusing its resources 
on particular opportunities, TCe has demonstrated that it 
understands that true equity will require closing gaps and 
addressing the needs of all marginalized groups and build-
ing solidarity among them.
3. the California endowment leverages a robust menu of 
resources and entry points to make change, in addition 
to grants; some worry that this strength undermines the 
capacity of nonprofits to drive change for the long term. 
as early as its inaugural annual report, TCe references the 
notion of being not just a grantmaker, but a changemaker 
as well. This means leveraging the full spectrum of resourc-
es available to foundations to effect change, including 
funding advocacy efforts, directly engaging in advocacy 
and strategic communications, using its convening power, 
providing technical assistance and aligning its investment 
strategy with grantmaking goals. 
TCe spends its social capital and exercises public leadership 
in ways that few other funders have chosen to do. at the 
same time, TCe feels the danger of “role creep” and a sense 
from grantees and even some staff that the foundation 
has assumed too much of the driver’s seat in setting and 
working toward social change goals. Stakeholders urge a 
renewed commitment to building the capacity of nonprofit 
advocates as well as some technical improvements in the 
mechanics of grantmaking to round out the foundation’s 
commitment to making change.
one foundation staff member credits ross with this robust 
understanding about TCe’s role: 
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“he said we should move from being solely grantmak-
ers to changemakers. Yes, we make grants, but that is 
the mechanical part of the job. The more substantive is 
being involved in the community and understanding 
how grantmaking could help that.”
The foundation’s emerging understanding and focus on so-
cial determinants of health complemented the inclination 
to think beyond grantmaking as the sole means of effect-
ing change. one former staffer points out that the foun-
dation’s previous strategic frameworks were much more 
simple and straightforward – and also reflected a narrower 
understanding of the problems:
“as we became smarter about social determinants of 
health and the big impact on people’s health, the three 
goal areas [disparities, access, workforce cultural com-
petency] being separated became a barrier, and those 
three areas did not necessarily span the entire con-
tinuum that would accomplish our mission. Part of the 
conversation became: how do we intensify our impact 
and accomplish wholesale change in everything to do 
with health?” 
intensifying impact led not only to the new grantmaking 
strategy, encompassed in BhC, but also to a recommit-
ment to utilize all the arrows in the foundation’s quiver to 
catalyze change. (for an example, see sidebar “Pushing all 
the levers of Change” on page 22.)
A. Leveraging government. 
TCe sees partnerships with government as smart oppor-
tunities to leverage its resources; no matter how much 
money a foundation has, it will pale in comparison to gov-
ernment dollars. one grantee notes that TCe’s entire asset 
base equals “only a day or maybe a week of the state health 
expenditures” and so maximizing impact requires using the 
foundation’s myriad assets to “do more catalytic public–pri-
vate partnerships” to leverage its investments. 
iton says TCe looks for other opportunities to leverage 
public funding, as it is doing with the aCa. he describes 
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TCE had gotten involved with the ACA 
prior to President Obama’s election 
through a $4 million grant to Health Care 
for America NOW! (HCAN) to support 
health care reform in late 2007. As one 
observer explains, TCE had played a big 
role in a failed attempt at comprehensive 
health care reform in California. From 
that experience, the foundation learned 
that even though its mission was to 
support health care in California, that 
goal could not be accomplished without 
national health care reform. “That was 
a realistic understanding and [TCE staff] 
were able to interpret [the foundation’s] 
mission to make it happen,” says the 
interviewee. Notably, even though it is 
a statewide funder, TCE joined Atlantic 
Philanthropies as the two primary philan-
thropic investors in HCAN.
Once the ACA became law, TCE did 
not walk away, as many funders who 
fund policy advocacy do at the point of 
implementation. Instead, TCE under-
stood that California was critical to the 
success of implementing ACA, and the 
foundation was particularly concerned 
about filling gaps in the law that af-
fected the most vulnerable popula-
tions, such as undocumented immi-
grants. TCE not only funds grantees to 
work on implementation but also filed 
an amicus brief when the U.S. Supreme 
Court was reviewing the law. 
“Obamacare represented an unprec-
edented opportunity to fulfill our mission 
and connect people to health – especially 
preventive health, especially the most 
marginalized people,” Zingale notes. “It 
was an opportunity to enroll millions of 
people we were concerned with and give 
them access to health.”
In recognition of this unprecedented op-
portunity, TCE’s board made available up to 
$350 million from the foundation’s corpus 
– nearly one-tenth of the total – to provide 
additional funds for grantmaking to sup-
port implementation of ACA. Ross recalls: 
“When it got through the Su-
preme Court and it was clear that 
Obamacare was actually going to 
happen, that’s when we closed the 
door and said to the board, ‘Okay, 
here’s what the implementation 
of this thing looks like: California 
cannot fail … it can’t fail. And, how-
ever much federal money is in it, 
it doesn’t look to us to be enough 
– on the education side, on the 
outreach side. And we need some 
extra money to spend on this.’” 29
These dollars have been used in several 
complementary ways: for example, $90 
million to boost the state’s health care 
workforce and $9.2 million to the Health 
Consumer Alliance, a statewide partner-
ship of legal aid organizations, to educate 
low-income Californians about their 
health insurance rights and options. It also 
includes a $26.5 million targeted invest-
ment in Medi-Cal, California’s Medicaid 
health care program, made last year. TCE 
staff report that Governor Jerry Brown was 
committed to expanding Medi-Cal but was 
concerned about the fiscal impact on the 
state budget. To limit what some call “the 
woodwork effect” – others, including TCE, 
prefer “the welcome mat effect” – the 
governor did not want to invest in outreach 
for enrollment. But knowing that the mar-
ginalized communities TCE was established 
to benefit were exactly those most in need 
of health care access, as well as targeted 
outreach to enroll them, the foundation 
negotiated to fund the state’s contribu-
tion to outreach costs in order to access 
federal matching dollars. TCE’s one-time, 
three-year investment was structured as 
a contribution to the state’s general fund, 
which the state then allocated through the 
state budget to county-level groups to sup-
port enrollment of up to 450,000 Medi-Cal 
applicants. TCE helped draft the budget 
language, which specifically allowed the 
state to accept the contribution.
In some ways, this investment was un-
usual, at least in the way it was struc-
(Continued on page 23)
pusHing all THe leVers oF CHange
The Case of the Affordable Care Act
A TCE health insurance enrollment event in Oakland. Photo courtesy of TCE.
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an emerging partnership between the foundation and the 
federal reserve Bank to connect BhC sites and local work 
with Community reinvestment act30 bankers, as well as 
with big hospitals like Kaiser, to align BhC site plans with 
community benefit agreements.31
also, ross sits on the state’s insurance exchange, Cov-
ered California, and other staff sit on various government 
boards and task forces. Their presence and engagement 
further ensure that the foundation’s social justice goals and 
values strategically combine with and leverage govern-
ment’s broad reach and impact.
B. Making use of the media. 
The foundation has complemented its direct work with 
government with a strategic communications campaign 
that has the dual goal of educating and engaging hard-
to-reach populations, such as undocumented immigrants, 
while also trying to change the broader narrative about 
health and about marginalized groups like immigrants. 
during the course of this assessment, the TCe communi-
cations team had a success; the morning news program 
Good Morning America echoed language offered by the TCe 
campaign: “undocumented americans.”
despite successes like these, TCe also struggles to embed 
consistent messaging into the BhC community work. TCe’s 
healthy California team has branded its campaign work 
“health happens here,” which is intended to be a plain 
language way of communicating the social determinants 
of health; health is not confined to a doctor’s office but is 
actually influenced by many community factors. on one 
hand, TCe expects this branding to be adopted by grant-
ees, in an effort to reinforce the brand. however, some 
grantees interviewed for this assessment express resent-
ment about having to do this, especially since they were 
not asked to help create the brand. on the other hand, BhC 
community grantees, who might be working on issues as 
diverse as school safety, land use and transportation, often 
are not able to communicate the link between their work 
(Continued from page 22)
tured. But TCE staff point out that the 
foundation, like many statewide funders, 
had made contributions to the state 
many times in the past – for example, to 
the University of California system. What 
was different here was a concerted effort 
to help ensure that the government’s 
social safety net supported those most in 
need. Zingale explains that the point was 
not to usurp the government’s role but 
to strategically complement it: 
“We do believe government is 
the right vehicle for this program, 
but government should not be 
left alone to communicate with 
people about this important law. 
We believe government can only 
succeed to a certain extent. It 
needed to be owned by commu-
nity residents or it would fail. We 
saw ourselves as a bridge to en-
gage community in Obamacare.” 
TCE is supporting BHC sites and other 
county-level groups in finding creative 
ways to localize outreach in an effort to 
enroll people who otherwise would be 
left out.
Despite the positive impact on low-
income residents gaining access to health 
care, some partners are uncomfortable 
with the foundation’s choice to engage in 
this way. “I would prefer to push public 
entities to be responsible for public in-
vestments,” says one policy advocate. “I 
would rather there be a robust discussion 
about how serious we are as the public 
to do the expansion work.” 
Another adds: 
“Direct service is better and 
more appropriately done by 
government entities. I would have 
preferred TCE resources go more 
to organizing and advocacy that 
government can’t fund directly. At 
the same time, this is an oppor-
tunity for strategic intervention 
… I would be more concerned if it 
was just funding outreach, but it 
was used in a way that leveraged 
government actions and called 
into question the commitment of 
this administration to focus on this 
population.”  n 
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and health outcomes. while the strategic framework of 
BhC suggests that all grantee activities must be tied to one 
of TCe’s campaigns – schools, neighborhoods, prevention – 
a recent strategic review conducted by philanthropic con-
sultant fSG confirmed the findings of a TCe-commissioned 
communications assessment: many grantees do not know 
about or understand the “health happens here” brand. 
C. Who’s in the driver’s seat? 
while many interviewees were complimentary about the 
results TCe has helped achieve through its campaign efforts, 
many – both inside and outside the foundation – also ques-
tion whether TCe has found the sweet spot in terms of using 
every resource available in support of grantees versus overly 
driving the agenda and work. one long-time observer notes 
“a fairly large shift in terms of how much is now driven by 
the foundation.” Specific data were not forthcoming from 
TCe about how much it allocates to foundation-led advo-
cacy and strategic communications compared to its grants 
in support of these type of activities.
while the foundation has always been seen as proactive 
and assertive, designing and implementing strategy with 
advocates, past communications campaigns were led by 
advocates that TCe funded. Current grantees report that 
TCe now runs its own campaigns.
Current staffers agree with this characterization, but approve 
of it. regarding the strategic communications work, one says:
“we are running this like a political campaign, targeting 
the electorate and general public, thinking about what 
it will take to move this population on this issue. who 
are messengers; what’s the specific message? it’s easy 
to preach to the converted; we are really focused on the 
non-converted.” 
another adds, in regard to the school discipline campaign: 
“i don’t want to say we were the leader in this, but it 
was wonderful to see something going on in one of 
our sites and learn that it was indeed happening all 
over our state. our foundation perch allows us to see 
things and connect dots and then rain down resourc-
es in a strategic way … The sites are like the army, on 
the ground doing the work; we are like the air force, 
raining down good strategic communications work 
and advancing policies in Sacramento that are going 
to be useful.”
This sense of TCe’s assertive role extends beyond advo-
cacy campaigns. The 2012 Grantee Perception report 
conducted by the Center for effective Philanthropy (CeP) 
found that TCe grantees are more likely than the average to 
report feeling pressure to modify their priorities in order to 
receive funding. one respondent to that survey said:
“TCe needs to be more respectful of interorganiza-
tional and collaborative processes. when collaborative 
members want to make a decision around what is best 
for their community and TCe doesn’t agree, it derails the 
process. TCe needs to understand that its role is just as 
one vote, not the veto vote. TCe is one member of the 
collaborative and not the owner of the collaborative.”32
another added, “i really appreciate TCe’s stated com-
mitment to being community-driven, but sometimes 
it feels that TCe just wants the community to make the 
changes that TCe has decided the community should 
make, rather than letting the community set (and keep) 
the agenda.”33
ross describes the relationship as more complementary: 
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“we’d rather see our grantees rallying to use their voice 
and assert issues of equity, and we don’t intend to 
speak for them. in this particular case of health reform, 
the folks we talked to from a strategy perspective said 
there was a role The California endowment could play 
as an organization that is uniquely positioned [and] 
cares about what happens in the health care system, 
but doesn’t stand to financially benefit in any way from 
the rulings. That was part of the reason we asserted sup-
port for the amicus brief in favor of the affordable Care 
act. we’ve begun to pick our spots and use our voice 
when we think having our voice has a unique benefit.”34
D. Operating like an operating foundation. 
in a 2006 report for nCrP,35 TCe suggested the language of 
“grantmaking plus” to describe the myriad levers of change 
that foundations can and should pull in service to social 
justice. That report described how TCe had gradually moved 
from grantmaker to changemaker. The evolution included 
creating a policy department for “monitoring the policy 
environment and devising ways of supporting grantmaking 
staff’s efforts in this arena,” with a particular responsibility to 
educate staff about the state budget process and its impact 
on grantees. also, TCe “transitioned its communications 
department away from primarily corporate communications 
to incorporate public affairs as well, engaging more deeply 
in media advocacy and governmental relations relevant to 
the work of its grantees.” The report noted the important role 
of strategic communications in “helping to create a receptive 
environment for the endowment’s social change agenda, 
and for the work of its grantees.”
fast forward to the present day and TCe has transformed 
the conceptual blueprint laid out in that 2006 report 
into a complex architecture for changemaking. as Zin-
gale asserts: 
“i was hired for the changemaker role. we are like an 
operating foundation. we are engaging in communica-
tions and advocacy in a way that TCe had not before. we 
opened our office across from the Capitol, hired a lot of 
people not from philanthropy but community organiz-
ing, advocacy and strategic communications. my folks 
make grants, too. But we surround the place-based 
work with advocacy and systems change.”
another staff person echoes this perspective and empha-
sizes that there’s not a very clear-cut distinction between 
leading the work and responding to the leadership of 
grantees: 
“we are changemakers, grantmakers on the side. we fund 
partners who can help us make the change we want. 
Grantees do the bulk of work and are leading the work. 
we play an important community, communications and 
research support role. we also support grantees when 
opportunities come up. we don’t come up with a policy 
agenda out of the blue and then grant folks to work on 
it. we try to hear what issues are critical in communities, 
what kind of change they are really trying to make.”
adds a colleague: “Because of the close relationship we 
have to the work, we are not hands off. we are very much 
in the work.” 
But another staffer expresses concern that TCe is overstep-
ping its primary role: 
“we often need a reality check internally about what 
kind of grantmaking foundation we are ... Some people 
think we are the change. we are not the change. we are 
part of the change, but mostly we are helping to enable 
the change. we are not an operating foundation. People 
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operate with different assumptions. There was a conver-
sation as we transitioned to this plan [BhC]. Should we 
change to be an operating foundation like Pew? But we 
didn’t do that.” 
Grantees also raise some red flags about the foundation’s 
growing leadership role. one observes: 
“[foundation staff] are now getting much more into do-
ing the work themselves … they have a host of consul-
tants who do media and communications consulting. 
it’s some really good work, but sometimes [there’s] a 
disconnect. i’m concerned if TCe turns into an operating 
foundation and stops giving resources to groups.  [The 
foundation] can be more effective through other groups, 
even if it’s a little bit messier … is it better to have an op-
ed from [TCe] or from a constituency group?”
one statewide policy advocate provides a more direct 
critique: 
“They try to coordinate with grantees, but they’re often 
ahead of their grantees. for the messaging on undocu-
mented immigrants, they eventually talked with im-
migrants, through [a key statewide immigration policy 
group], but TCe was way ahead in campaign develop-
ment before reaching out to the organization.” 
at the same time, this grantee says that statewide policy 
groups are getting their grants cut. while specific numbers 
were not available for this assessment, one senior TCe 
staffer affirms, “That’s probably accurate.” one observer 
captures the inherent tension between funders and their 
grantees in engaging policy change. “[Grantees] want the 
foundation to be more visible in championing these issues, 
but they don’t want the foundation to take their place.” 
another grantee adds, “i’m not sure if they don’t trust 
grantees on the ground to have the right capacity, but 
sometimes they border on being a program foundation, 
not just grantmaking.” 
in addition to calling into question the advocacy and com-
munications campaigns, grantees report that TCe staff can 
get overly involved in running BhC events, particularly those 
for youth leadership development. while respecting the 
skills and experience that more and more TCe staffers bring 
to this kind of work, grantees question the appropriateness 
of grantmakers taking on these roles rather than investing 
in nonprofits with this expertise or building this capacity 
among grantees. as the 2006 report cautioned, “we must 
not lose sight of the fact that our grantees still look to us for 
grants and that their primary need is for funding.”
E. Building community capacity. 
a foundation observer notes two main problems with 
shifting resources and leadership from grantees to the 
foundation:
“i’ve been thinking a lot about what’s the appropri-
ate role. what is the downside if a foundation can be 
more effective because of access to policymakers than 
grantees, what’s wrong with that? one thing to be 
mindful of is first, whose agenda is it? who decides? on 
whose behalf are [funders] speaking? They think they 
are speaking on behalf of community, but how do you 
make sure it’s in the best interest of the people you 
serve? do even advocacy groups represent the people? 
more importantly, what concerns me, the issue in that 
balance is that one of the foundation’s major contribu-
tions to policy change is building capacity so groups 
and communities can fight another day. foundations 
are notoriously simple; tomorrow they could decide 
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they want to go in a different direction, so what’s left 
behind? are there opportunity costs in terms of build-
ing capacity? i worry about what’s happened to their 
funding of advocates as they’ve taken more in house. 
You build the capacity by doing.”
interviewees tell the story of 2007, when then-Governor 
arnold Schwarzenegger wanted to enact health reform 
modeled after massachusetts. Ultimately, the effort did not 
succeed. But during that year, advocates had debates about 
difficult issues, like individual mandates, they built capac-
ity around insurance reform, and they built a coalition and 
relationships. So when the aCa was debated in 2010, they 
were poised to engage in the national debate. when the 
aCa passed, California was able to move quickly because 
the debate had already taken place; advocates knew the 
issues and could focus on passing implementing legislation 
immediately, making California the first state to set up its 
insurance exchange. while one could look at 2007 and say 
that nonprofit advocacy failed, what was left behind was 
knowledge, experience and capacity that lived on to fight 
another day in 2010. This is how policy advocacy works – 
over time – and it requires a robust advocacy infrastructure. 
a report commissioned by TCe adds, “ensuring that an 
exciting moment of change becomes a sustained move-
ment for justice requires careful attention and invest-
ment in the state’s community organizing infrastructure 
– or, the ecosystem of social movements (made up of 
leaders, communities, organizations and networks) that 
work to improve conditions for communities by chang-
ing systems of power.”36
alongside this foundation-led advocacy, TCe leadership 
and staff have a steadfast belief in the importance of be-
ing guided by community. ross asserts, “i could run this 
foundation with three people and give $50 million to three 
organizations and we are done – but that’s not the work of 
community-grounded and -centered and -engaged social 
change and health justice.” 
another staff person adds: 
“Communities are our best check. really listening to 
people. Get beyond organizations and talk directly to 
residents and people through interviews and polls ... we 
need to build up the capacity of people who can make this 
happen over the long term. an equally important win is to 
keep these policy breakthroughs coming in the future.”
revealing in this person’s words is a possible disconnect for 
TCe between “community” and “community organizations.” 
This may reflect an experiential and ideological divide be-
tween staffers who come to TCe from community organizing 
work, engaging directly with affected communities, and those 
who come from more traditional nonprofit organizational 
backgrounds. while TCe continues to grapple with how best 
to build the capacity of community members, some observers 
suggest that it may be overlooking, or even unintentionally 
undermining, the critical role of community organizations. 
one grantee emphasizes, “we have a favorable political 
climate – but we created that favorable climate.” ross also 
acknowledges the critical role of nonprofit partners in 
advocacy, particularly in the rapid pace of enrollment in 
Covered California: 
“Part of the reason is [that] our health exchange has 
been successful, but also we have had more meaningful 
community, civic and ethnic participation in the success 
of aCa than any other state. if you come to one of our 
state health exchange board meetings, you will see the 
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California Pan ethnic health network, the asian health 
forum and the latino Coalition. Grassroots and ethnic 
level of participation in obamacare that you won’t see 
in other states has led to [high] enrollment numbers 
because of community ownership.” 
Based on data reported by 30 percent of grantees, TCe 
found that just over half of executive directors in fiscal year 
2010 were people of color.37 Yet, one leader of a grantee 
organization that is lead by people of color says: 
“we still see mainstream groups get more money from 
TCe … we get maybe a third, if that. i understand, earlier 
on, we didn’t even have the capacity to receive all that 
money. But 10 years later, we still don’t have the capac-
ity because they didn’t invest in us to have the capacity. 
it’s a chicken and egg.” 
figuring out how to sustain groups representing commu-
nities of color is an important question for TCe. 
Similarly, California’s small rural communities reflect the 
needs that BhC aims to address but they lack a baseline 
level of infrastructure to be able to address them. They suf-
fer what one interviewee describes as “the hamster wheel 
effect – a lack of infrastructure [in those communities] leads 
to a dearth of core support, and a lack of core support 
means lack of capacity so you can’t be competitive for core 
support.” This observer went on to note: “if you map health 
inequities, you see a drag on the state in the Central Valley. 
it’s known as the ‘appalachia of the west.’” This suggests that 
investing in these communities might be challenging but 
also might deliver high returns for the entire state.
F. Putting the full asset base to work. 
TCe follows a somewhat traditional investment policy, 
maximizing returns to maximize dollars available for grant-
making. Chief investment officer ruth wernig explains the 
challenge to “find investments that are a mission fit and 
have a market rate of return.” The only negative screen TCe 
applies to investments is for tobacco. 
TCe has experimented with program-related investments 
(Pris). Chief financial officer dan deleon explains that 
TCe has lent out $50 million of $100 million committed 
to Pris. These funds have been distributed to low-income 
housing developments, federally qualified health clinics 
seeking to expand in response to the aCa and a healthy 
food initiative known as fresh works. Though not well 
coordinated with grantmaking in the BhC sites, these Pris 
often intersect with those communities and reinforce other 
grantmaking priorities. for example, a low-income housing 
development in South los angeles includes an office for 
the county to work with at-risk youth; other developments 
include combined on-site services like mental health care. 
ross once described how the healthy foods work arose: 
“we engaged community leaders about how to reduce 
childhood obesity in their communities. They asked if 
we could help them gain access to fresh fruits and vege-
tables in disinvested communities, so we created a fresh 
foods financing fund called fresh works and deployed 
$30 million of our investment portfolio toward incentiv-
izing independent grocers to bring fresh produce to 
these food desert communities. we now have a $240 
million fund with 40 potential deals in the pipeline.”38 
in addition to these mission-driven investments, TCe tries 
to align its investment function with its overall values. 
for example, ross instructed wernig to look into minor-
ity- and women-owned investment managers. TCe ended 
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up hiring about five managers reflecting gender and racial 
diversity; with a total of 80 managers, this number is small 
but almost equals the 7 percent representation in the field 
overall (and also represented a 500 percent increase from 
previous numbers). 
finally, wernig notes other options that the foundation is 
considering to have greater mission impact with its invest-
ments, but expresses skepticism about their efficacy:
“we have done some letter writing to companies 
[whose] stocks we own related to the immigration law 
in arizona. we have just starting to explore shareholder 
activism. But at the end of the day, we are a small share-
holder. even huge pension funds try to get together 
and they don’t have a big effect. So we don’t want to set 
the bar too high. i’m not sure if they will have any effect 
or just make us feel good. also, [we are looking into] a 
service that has socially responsible proxy voting. But 
it’s hard to say how big an effect we would have.”
4. the California endowment leads by example, makes 
strategic use of the bully pulpit and models the power 
of diversity to drive social change. 
one notable change-making strategy is the foundation’s 
willingness to use its leadership influence and “bully pulpit” 
to advance issues related to its social justice mission. ross 
is viewed as a bold and humble leader in philanthropy, 
public health, health equity and other arenas. while inter-
viewees offer candid critique and suggestions for how the 
foundation might improve its efforts, they express uni-
versal respect and genuine appreciation for ross’s values 
and leadership. and he has surrounded himself with other 
diverse leaders who are regarded as the best and brightest 
in their respective fields. 
while interviewees note a range of issues and conver-
sations that ross and/or the foundation has helped to 
shape, from the aCa to the social determinants of health 
approach to organizing funder collaboratives, the most 
frequently cited example of ross’s leadership is his efforts 
to marshal resources and attention to the urgent needs 
of boys and men of color. (See sidebar “Using Power to 
expand Power” on page 30.)
Throughout his tenure as Ceo of the foundation, ross 
consistently has used his voice to advocate for greater 
philanthropic support of and comfort with advocacy and 
organizing as critical social change strategies. a recent 
article39 once again emphasizes this point. in it, ross sug-
gests that the field is enamored with innovation, but the 
focus should be on scaling up solutions that work. “doing 
this requires us to engage in power politics,” he writes. “we 
need to help build the voice, engagement and power of 
those living in the most distressed communities. we need 
to throw our weight behind long-term social change ef-
forts and the movements for social justice.” he concludes, 
“Social innovation without advocacy and organizing would 
have been in vain.”
A. Diversity drives diverse thinking and action. 
ross’s leadership is notable not only because of what 
he does with it but because of how it was shaped and 
informed – in ways that are unique, unfortunately, in the 
philanthropic sector. in reflecting on his own leadership 
for this assessment, ross credits the foundation’s board for 
mandating an activist focus, while also acknowledging his 
will and skill to fulfill that mandate: 
“i bring having been a pediatrician, serving low-income 
communities, running health departments in urban 
settings and being an african american and latino 
 A lifelong passion of Ross’s, the needs of 
boys and men of color crystallized into 
a philanthropic initiative during his sab-
batical in 2012.40 He requested the leave 
from TCE specifically to reflect on how 
to address a growing crisis, interviewing 
more than 65 people. 
Ross describes what he learned, and why 
he has chosen to invest the foundation’s 
resources and his own leadership capital 
on this issue in a moving speech deliv-
ered to the Association of Black Foun-
dation Executives’ 2013 James Joseph 
Lecture:
“There is no shortage of crisis-
level issues and challenges facing 
communities of color these days, 
and it is with some trepidation 
that I choose to call out any one 
specific issue or subpopulation as 
a rallying cause. But as an African 
American son, grandson, father, 
husband and citizen, this issue is 
more than academic, more than 
policy, more than about measur-
able outcomes, logic models or 
theories of change; in fact, it is 
deeply, deeply personal. And for 
me, personal equates to spiritual 
… As my friend and colleague An-
gela Glover Blackwell has stated, 
and as have others, in America’s 
social justice landscape, the Afri-
can American male is the canary in 
the coal mine. And we must have 
the courage to recognize and call 
out that the canary is flat on his 
back at the bottom of the cage.”41
This concern recently gained prominence 
thanks to Obama’s announcement of a 
national campaign he coined “My Broth-
er’s Keeper.” While the president notably 
emphasized a narrative of personal re-
sponsibility, Ross and TCE have steadfast-
ly framed the issue in terms of systemic 
disparities and structural barriers that 
must be dismantled and transformed to 
achieve equity. In the ABFE speech, Ross 
emphasized: 
“We need a systemic approach 
to dismantle a systemic beast of 
stigmatization, marginalization, 
criminalization and incarceration 
that engulfs our young men. We 
have communities and systems 
in this country [that] are effec-
tively mass-producing inmates 
through hopelessness. So I began 
to turn my attention to a systems 
approach to dismantle off-ramps 
to prison while simultaneously 
strengthening on-ramps to op-
portunity.” 
He notes that, “Such an early warning 
and support system spurred into action 
to address the crisis in black boys would 
have beneficial effect for vulnerable 
children and youth of any gender, race or 
ethnicity.”42
Ross calls for “both urgency and pa-
tience,” and a combination of mentor-
ing, fatherhood programs, and school 
and community partnerships, alongside 
policy advocacy to ensure “greater 
investment in the early childhood years, 
reducing and/or eliminating out-of-
school suspensions, replacing unrea-
sonably harsh discipline practices with 
restorative justice and other more ac-
countable and effective policies, moni-
toring and reporting systems for chronic 
school absence, and the incorporation 
of wellness, physical and social-emo-
tional health into school achievement 
testing approaches.”43  n
using power To eXpand power
The Critical Role of Leadership
President Barack Obama delivers his speech during the launch of My Brother’s Keeper at the White House in 
February 2014. Photo by Peter Souza/ Whitehouse.gov.
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male who grew up in the South Bronx. i can’t detach 
the job of president/Ceo from those experiences. on 
top of that, i am a child of the ’60s and the civil rights 
movement. That all factors into the leadership style 
and approach and the natural social justice and change 
framework i bring to it.”
others agree with this self-assessment. one grantee com-
ments, “he fundamentally gets that the most marginalized 
with the least access to resources have a complex set of things 
they are trying to navigate, and that organizing becomes a 
vehicle for them to discover and exercise their voice.” 
in an interview with James ferris, director of the University 
of Southern California’s (USC) Center on Philanthropy and 
Public Policy, ross also points out:
“in my first couple of years here, probably 70–80 per-
cent of our grants were direct service grants. maybe 20–
30 percent of our grants were policy systems change 
and advocacy. That ratio has probably flipped over my 
dozen plus years. … i have a public health background. 
Public health is a prevention discipline. Public health is 
about creating conditions under which people can be 
healthy. it’s different than patient care. The community 
becomes your patient, rather than the individual. and 
that’s about conditions and environment. and not just 
environment in terms of being healthy or unhealthy, 
but environment in terms of opportunities and choices 
that people have.”44
members of ross’ President’s Youth Council recognize the 
special relationship that ross has created as well as the 
special leader that he is. The council is composed of young 
people from across the state, with a mandate to meet 
privately with him – without any foundation staff present 
– to allow unfettered exchange and feedback. This group 
is “informing him at a high level from the ground level,” as 
one foundation observer notes. 
one youth member reflects: 
“The first time i met him … i was a nervous wreck. But 
after five minutes i felt like i knew him, like i’ve known 
him for years. he is a genuine human being. … he 
focuses on who he is and experiences he has faced in 
his past. he has had his hardships and all of us sitting at 
the table have also dealt with being low income, and all 
that comes from being with a low-resource community. 
it’s nice to know there are people in power who actu-
ally care about their communities and the communities 
they are serving.”
another adds: 
“he’s spiritual, he speaks from the heart, not from the 
standpoint of an agenda. he understands the struggles 
of people who are disadvantaged and also what re-
sources and skill sets people in community organizations 
and city institutions can provide to community members. 
Through BhC, his leadership is really shining because he 
understands that these institutions have these resources 
but they are not connected; BhC is connecting them. i 
am honored to call him a mentor and friend.”
in addition to valuing their personal relationship with ross, 
these youths also note how different their experience on 
the PYC is to most leadership opportunities: 
“it’s always, ‘hey, we are going to bring youth together, 
tell them what to do and get their approval.’ with the 
PYC, it’s totally different. i have the opportunity any 
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day to call up and say i need to talk with dr. ross, or 
this needs to be on the agenda for the next meeting. 
dr. ross never had to do this. he wanted something 
so genuine. direct access to the Ceo of a foundation is 
mind-blowing. i feel as if i am valued. when i speak, i am 
listened to. direct action follows my recommendations.”
in addition to ross, much of the character of TCe can be 
traced to the early board of directors. from the get-go, it 
was racially and ethnically diverse, with a mix of corporate 
leaders and community activists. (note: ross served on the 
foundation’s board for three years prior to his appointment 
as Ceo.) from this founding, TCe has always had a strong 
emphasis on communities of color and making sure low-
income people have access to health care. “Some foundation 
take years to even use the ‘r word’ [race],” notes one inter-
viewee. “That conversation was easier to come by for TCe.” 
TCe tracks itself against a diversity, equity and inclusion 
report card. in 2013, it showed that people of color com-
prise 65 percent of the board, two-thirds of staff identify 
as people of color, and this ratio persists at the executive 
leadership level. in comparison, nationally, foundation 
boards and executives are nearly 90 percent white. TCe’s 
report card also tracks gender, sexual identity, age, ability 
and immigration status.45
This diverse representation and thinking at the executive 
level is mirrored throughout the organization. in addition 
to demographic diversity, the staff brings an experience 
base that matches the goals and strategies of BhC. “This 
place is completely different than when i started,” observes 
one long-time staffer. “not only the positions but the kinds 
of people and the values they have brought … there’s a 
very fearless kind of leadership now and drive for change, 
not so much around health indicators in the short term but 
empowerment and trying to get local decision-makers to 
respond more to the people their decisions affect.”
ross also seeks to move the sector in this regard. he chairs 
d5, a coalition established to promote diversity, inclu-
sion and equity in philanthropy. one of d5’s priorities is 
to increase racial diversity inside of foundations. as ross 
pointed out in his aBfe speech, this is critical, particularly 
because it can shift attention and create a sense of urgency 
for systemic change to benefit marginalized communities: 
“in virtually every case where a grantmaking strategy 
was targeting these young men [of color], a person of 
color at the foundation – either at the staff level or in 
the board room – was responsible for driving it. i can 
think of no better testimony to the question of why 
diversity and inclusion matter in philanthropy … in the 
absence of black and brown people at these founda-
tions courageously pushing or catalyzing the agenda … 
there would be virtually zero philanthropic investment 
in the crisis of black males.”46
5. some of the California endowment’s grantmaking 
practices limit grantees’ flexibility to engage in the full 
spectrum of systems change work. 
The $1 billion commitment to BhC is distributed almost 
evenly across the three grantmaking programs, healthy 
Communities, healthy California and enterprise. That 
means about $40 million is available to sites per year. for 
each of the past three years, sites have received between 
$1.5 and $3 million each. TCe says it is reluctant to release 
exact numbers that could create a sense of competition 
among sites. But it acknowledges that urban sites get a 
little more than rural ones because they have the nonprofit 
infrastructure to absorb more dollars.
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TCe’s tendency and preference is to award grants for two and 
sometimes three years. The set of grantees that the founda-
tion funds through either site-specific or statewide policy 
work has remained fairly consistent, and all of the grantmak-
ing takes place within the context of a 10-year commitment 
to the current strategy and 14 specific communities.
A. Limited general operating support. 
Unfortunately, at only 10 percent of grantmaking in 2011, 
the foundation falls well short of nCrP’s criteria for grant-
ing general operating support,47 even though some senior 
staffers prefer it: 
“i’m in favor of … empowering our grantees to become 
more independent. at our best, we invest in strong lead-
ership and we ought to have faith in them to do that.” 
This stems in part from recent confusion about foundation 
practice. But it also reflects a strict belief that the foundation 
can grant general operating funds only to organizations that 
work exclusively in California on health improvement efforts. 
To be more responsive to grantees, the foundation has cre-
ated a new funding option called “Program Support,” which 
is intended to reflect some of the features of general oper-
ating support. Grantees seeking this type of funding work 
with program managers to identify intended outcomes 
and indicators of progress, but they do not have to submit 
a work plan or detailed budget as required for project sup-
port. Proposals under $1 million that are not required to go 
to the board can be considered for program support. So, 
in many ways, this funding option allows the flexibility of 
general operating support. one key difference, however, is 
that, in the eyes of the irS, it is still technically designated 
support and therefore does not afford the full flexibility 
of general operating support to grantees, for example, to 
engage in the full spectrum of advocacy activities includ-
ing lobbying.
a related challenge to this limitation is the confusion 
among both grantees and staffers about TCe’s policy on 
general operating support. interviewees both inside and 
outside the foundation were certain that TCe provides gen-
eral operating support – and others were equally certain 
that it does not. 
B. Payout 
TCe consistently meets or exceeds the irS’s 5 percent of 
assets payout requirement.48 in recognition of the foun-
dation’s long-term mission, TCe’s board of directors has 
affirmed the decision to live in perpetuity, and so aims 
for a 5 percent payout. however, TCe policy also permits 
exceptions for extraordinary circumstances that meet and 
advance the foundation’s mission. for example, the special 
$350 million allocation – almost 10 percent of the founda-
tion’s corpus – to support implementation of the aCa will 
push the payout to 8 or 9 percent for the next few years. 
Previously, TCe exceeded the 5 percent when it issued an 
emergency response following the economic downturn. 
6. the California endowment struggles to align the 
various moving parts that make up its complex social 
justice strategy. 
even smaller foundations with less complex funding 
strategies struggle to align different parts of the program 
or organization. fSG’s recent strategic review shows that 
TCe faces alignment challenges at two levels – between 
statewide policy and community-based work and between 
programmatic and operational needs. This assessment 
would add a need to align across all of TCe’s various fund-
ing pools, including mission investing, as well as a need to 
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build one team culture that aligns community organizing 
and more traditional program officer perspectives within 
the foundation. 
A. Grassroots and grasstops 
fSG’s strategic review points out, “healthy California and 
healthy Communities program managers play different 
roles and are accountable to different stakeholders, which 
can make it difficult to collaborate.”49
To be sure, a natural tension exists between these two 
arenas. But this also adds to the effectiveness of strategies 
that cross these lines. as iton notes: 
“our fundamental strategy anticipates conflict and ten-
sion. without knowing that, you could see conflict and 
tension as a bad thing … The biggest problem is that 
the agenda of state policy work feels foreign to locals; 
they don’t feel it reflects their priorities or input. The core 
conflict between policy advocates and community or-
ganizers is the feeling that organizers are being sold out 
and advocates feel the organizers are moving too slowly. 
These are two different cultures that will ideally comple-
ment each other and other times will run into conflict. To 
assume they need to be lock-step is unreasonable.”
an observer adds:
“Grassroots and grasstops – which way does it flow? it 
really should flow bidirectionally. we often hear grassroots 
folks say they are only engaged when state folks need 
mobilization. and also state people work in an environ-
ment where they have to move quickly; the ground moves 
beneath their feet [and] they can’t always check with the 
grassroots. So you have to respect roles and strengths of 
both. The agenda can be mutually informing.”  
one grantee suggests: 
“Those tensions are really big in all of this work. The 
struggle is that [TCe is] trying to do both at the same 
time. if they could go back, they probably would have 
started with resident organizing. invest in organizing 
and give it two to three years before trying to figure out 
how to do statewide work; that would have been better. 
Statewide work can happen fast, but takes a while to 
get feedback from the ground. That’s been the tension. 
a lot of times, foundations want to start initiatives at the 
same time, but phases of the different efforts are not on 
the same timeline.”
when these strategies align, however, “the potential is 
breathtaking,” one adviser notes. “The school discipline 
thing is a wonderful example of what can happen when 
the pieces come together.”  
B. Multiple foundations in one 
Several interviewees, including both grantees and staffers, 
describe TCe as at least two, and sometimes three, organi-
zations in one: 
“within TCe, there can be a lot of territorialism. it’s hard 
to know [whom] to contact sometimes. ‘oh someone 
else is doing that.’ well, can you connect us? Sometimes 
they can and sometimes they can’t; they don’t always 
know what each other is doing. as much as they are try-
ing to break down silos in the community, they are still 
very siloed internally.”
This can have the consequence of missing opportunities 
for collaboration. it also can mean that grants can collide 
in a local community. one staffer describes the experi-
ence of working with grantees on the ground and learning 
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that another organization in the same community had 
been funded through a different TCe funding stream, but 
without any conversation among either foundation staff or 
community agencies.
TCe has designated some staff members based within 
healthy California to be intentional connectors to the work 
in communities. also, Keddy’s team is building structures 
to enable more cross-talk, joint strategizing and collabora-
tion across staff and their programmatic areas of work. 
C. Operations challenges 
CeP’s staff perception report noted frequent conflicts 
between operational rules and practices and the strategic, 
values-driven work of the program team. one staff person 
offers a particularly poignant example of conflicting needs: 
“after the newtown shooting, we needed to be flexible 
and agile enough to turn on a dime, but we couldn’t 
get op-eds in place because admin doesn’t get it. if you 
don’t have a grant in place, you need to have some-
one on board to do ads, etc. Sometimes we run out of 
money. when we expend our resources, we are done. if 
a contract is not already in place, too bad.” 
a recent transition in staff leadership of the foundation’s 
operations function holds hope for greater alignment be-
cause this is part of the job description for the new hire.
D. Leadership style 
TCe staff hold their leaders responsible for missed op-
portunities for collaboration and for the fact that staff 
sometimes trip over each other in the field. “while we 
have talented and powerful leadership at the top of 
the organization, the executive team, as a group, lacks 
cohesion and often does not have a shared vision of 
the work,” said a TCe staffer in a survey collected by CeP. 
“This makes it difficult to execute strategy.” another 
added, “TCe has strong individual leaders at the top 
level but these leaders do not work together in a coher-
ent and strategic way.”50
observers note that ross and his leadership team share 
the strength of being visionary and charismatic and ex-
celling at external engagement. But this can lead to a 
management vacuum internally. The collective leader-
ship style is to hire good people and then trust them to 
do good work. however, this also means that transmis-
sion of values and culture are left to chance rather than 
explicitly communicated or actively developed in staff 
members. outside stakeholders describe their experi-
ence with staff as arbitrary – “it depends on the staff 
you work with.”  
also, there are tensions between the more technical 
and traditional grantmakers and those who come to the 
foundation motivated by a social justice vision as well 
as greater experience with and allegiance to a commu-
nity than to grantmaking. “There are some skill sets in 
this craft,” one adviser laments. But the foundation has 
a minimal investment in training on the mechanics of 
grantmaking for program staff, as well as minimal sharing 
of social justice vision, goals and strategy with the opera-
tions side of the house.
E. Communications challenges 
Perhaps not surprisingly for an organization that is spread 
across a large state, internal communication can be a chal-
lenge. “it feels like we have a lot of meetings but don’t neces-
sarily get a lot done,” says one staffer. indeed, interviews for 
this assessment showed that only the executive leadership 
could describe the full picture of what TCe is trying to ac-
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complish – how the work in communities and at the policy 
level lead to big results; for example, what community 
capacities are being developed within each driver of change 
and how these add up to health improvements. other staff-
ers interviewed typically focus on one aspect of the strategic 
framework and in some cases do not know about or cannot 
articulate the connection between community capacity 
building and health improvements. one staffer says: 
“Part of the challenge of measuring health outcomes 
over time is that we don’t have specific strategies to 
changing health outcomes. … we don’t have a consis-
tent set of strategies toward specific health outcomes 
because the communities are very different.” 
Grantees feel the consequence of this. as one notes: 
“TCe is such a big organization, sometimes the left 
hand and right hand don’t know what they are doing. it 
doesn’t move in one direction at one time. That can be 
good; it makes us flexible to respond to different condi-
tions and needs. But it also can get cumbersome.” 
Grantees also wonder if TCe invested enough in helping 
its nonprofit partners, particularly those that no longer fit 
under the new BhC strategy, understand why this new ap-
proach was important.
7. the California endowment invests in learning for im-
pact; specific outcomes are emerging from the experi-
ence on the ground. 
To engage in social justice work, ross notes: 
“You have to be comfortable with it not working won-
derfully. Social justice work, by definition, is hard. if it’s 
easy, it’s not social justice. it’s supposed to be uphill, 
against the grain, against the power dynamic … So 
once you recognize that it’s both hard and complicated, 
then [you have] the sense that whatever we do will be 
less than perfect, it might even be wrong. But if there’s 
a commitment to learning and applying learning, it will 
get better and better over time.” 
a staffer adds: 
“we are not perfect at all. we are just trying to walk the 
walk in pursuit of our mission. That aim is true even if 
the execution isn’t always.”  
while being comfortable with the complexity of its 
approach and recognizing that traditional evaluation 
methods would not be adequate to capture complex 
outcomes, TCe agrees with the assertion of one founda-
tion observer: “Just because it’s complex doesn’t mean it 
can’t be evaluated.” ross says that the hiring of Keddy, an 
experienced community organizer, to head the learning 
and evaluation office was strategic because “we wanted 
someone with the orientation to bring rapid cycle, fast 
learning and dynamic orientation to evaluation. … some-
one that was mindful of not only evaluation data but also 
the experience of communities and incorporating that 
into our work going forward.”
TCe has modeled openness to evaluation and critique, 
making its learning process public. it has participated in 
multiple CeP surveys of grantees as well as staff, commis-
sioned fSG’s strategic review and responded enthusiasti-
cally to this assessment. many of the evaluation reports, 
even those including critique, are posted on TCe’s website. 
Keddy is currently spearheading an effort for cross-learning 
and coordination across the two halves of the BhC pro-
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gram team. The goal is to reflect on and absorb learnings 
from the various assessments and other resources in order 
to better integrate them into foundation practice.
TCe has already moved to address some of the key cri-
tiques noted in the fSG strategic review. it showed that 
statewide policy advocacy outcomes, which are notorious-
ly hard to identify or measure, actually were clearer than 
the community-based work: 
“healthy California has been able to focus its work 
around the three health happens here campaigns 
and identify a few issues to move and a few grant-
ees to work with. This has enabled healthy California 
staff to develop concrete objectives and measurable 
indicators for their work, so that it is clear whether 
or not progress is being made toward a set of state-
wide goals.
on the other hand, healthy Communities program staff 
are largely engaged in developing a community process 
and building organizing and advocacy infrastructure. 
There is evidence of early policy wins in many of the BhC 
sites, and yet most communities are still in the process of 
strengthening the policy advocacy capacity of communi-
ties. The activities in BhC sites have been largely rela-
tional and responsive to changing community needs. as 
a result, the outcomes of these efforts have been much 
less concrete and more difficult to measure.”51
in response, iton’s team reviewed site priorities to develop 
site-level outcomes and link them to health improvements 
(see appendix). Building “people power” through resident 
engagement and youth leadership development, for 
example, would be demonstrated through the develop-
ment of community capacities such as local institutions 
tapping resident input for decisions, people from marginal-
ized communities leading their own organizing efforts and 
assuming formal positions of leadership and influence, and 
structures and pathways in place to enable all of this to 
continue even after BhC concludes.52
TCe does not expect each site to produce uniform results – 
the 14 communities are intentionally diverse, with different 
levels of existing capacity to build upon and different levels 
of experience with organizing. Keddy notes that the foun-
dation knew it could not prescribe and impose specific 
expectations onto the sites, but needed to listen to and 
learn from communities: 
“we did not internally generate these goals and out-
comes at the beginning of the initiative. instead, we 
waited until the sites got through the planning phase 
and were in early implementation to see what priorities 
emerged from the local communities. we made grants 
to these priorities – as well as to big opportunities that 
emerged like the aCa – then we did an analysis, and 
then we started identifying outcomes. if we had estab-
lished these at the beginning of the initiative, we would 
have gotten most of them wrong.”
an adviser to the foundation notes:
“movement building adds the capacity of people to 
move the policies and metrics in a way that actually 
winds up having them have agency and be authors of 
the change rather than recipients. That does a lot for 
people’s internal mental health and self-efficacy. health 
outcomes move very slowly. So you do have to come up 
with intermediate outcomes that you think are directly 
connected to social determinants that will have an ef-
fect on health outcomes.” 
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now, a third of the way into BhC’s 10-year timeline, these 
intermediate outcomes are starting to reveal themselves. 
for example, a recent assessment of BhC by USC’s Program 
for environmental and regional equity points out:
“The most inspiring development and perhaps the least 
anticipated four years ago: how young people are lead-
ing changes in their schools, in their districts and in the 
state legislature to support their own success in staying 
in school. … But more importantly, the young people, 
many of them in high school, are learning how to or-
ganize, speak up and confront those in power – leader-
ship experience that may benefit their communities for 
decades to come.”53
experience also has helped to clarify processes and identify 
areas for strengthening. for example, both the USC and 
fSG assessments point out stumbles with the hubs that 
were established to help coordinate activity in each site. 
in most cases, the hubs have been effective at bringing 
together a cross-section of the community, sometimes 
including advocates and the system leaders they seek to 
change on the same side of the table for the first time. But, 
as USC reports, “in most sites, we found hubs struggling 
with the tension between a push from the endowment to 
get lots of residents involved and the actual capacity for 
what it really takes to train, outreach and sustain the par-
ticipation and build power.”54 TCe is currently working to 
clarify and strengthen this function and form in BhC sites.
TCe also invests in measuring population-level health 
changes in certain areas. The foundation has developed a 
list of schools and school districts in which grantees and 
district leaders are implementing physical and social–emo-
tional health strategies, tracking changes in these schools 
over time using data from the fitnessGram, the California 
healthy Kids Survey and other sources, and comparing 
results in BhC sites to similar communities across the state. 
To be sure, TCe is searching for the sweet spot between 
allowing the 14 communities to define and drive their 
own change and maintaining some degree of consistency 
and coherence across the whole initiative. “The overarch-
ing tension,” USC points out, “is around foundation-driven 
versus community-driven change – and where the two 
shall meet.”55 from its start, TCe’s work in learning and 
evaluation has prioritized grantee engagement and input. 
Keddy recently convened a two-day learning retreat with 
about 100 leaders from the local sites to reflect on lessons 
learned from the cross-site evaluation, which itself was de-
veloped collaboratively by evaluators and grantees. “we’re 
not taking the usual top-down approach but are mostly 
working in a participatory, developmental evaluation ap-
proach,” he says.
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The California endowment exemplifies strategic social 
just philanthropy in many ways, including in its attention 
to continuous learning and improvement. The following 
recommendations are offered in that spirit.
1. Continue the explicit and robust commitment to 
social justice. TCe is already a national leader, and its 
current approach clearly is producing important and 
much-needed results. Specifically, continue prioritizing 
support of marginalized communities, social change 
strategies like community organizing and advocacy, 
and multi-year funding. additionally, continue to make 
use of the foundation’s leadership voice to influence the 
philanthropic field and others to invest in social justice. 
2. reinvest in building the nonprofit infrastructure 
for statewide policy advocacy and rekindle closer 
coordination with partners from that sector. This 
is not to suggest an abandonment of TCe’s internally 
directed advocacy and communications efforts, but 
rather a recalibration between what the foundation 
funds and what it runs directly. no matter its size and 
effectiveness, TCe cannot advocate on all issues; hav-
ing a robust nonprofit advocacy infrastructure means 
that TCe can focus its efforts without worry that other 
issues are falling by the wayside. further, this approach 
will truly maximize the changemaker orientation be-
cause nonprofits can include lobbying in their advo-
cacy efforts, unlike private foundations. having greater 
capacity will enable grantees to maximize the founda-
tion’s efforts, for example, by being able to more fully 
respond to and integrate the foundation’s messaging 
around “health happens here.”
3. increase general operating support grants. This will 
help nonprofit grantees build their capacity while also 
providing maximum flexibility to engage in the full 
range of advocacy activities, including lobbying. also, 
make sure that grant agreements for project support 
and the recently designed “program support” do not 
include language that unnecessarily inhibits grantee 
advocacy and lobbying. 
4. Communicate more directly and transparently about 
the foundation’s intentions, outcomes and lessons. 
Stakeholders identified at least three opportunities for 
greater transparency and better communication: 
  Communicate more explicitly to both grantees 
and staff the links between power building 
and health improvement outcomes, the indica-
tors that power is being built, and how all the 
pieces of the BhC strategic framework connect 
and reinforce each other. This also would help 
peer funders that are considering embarking 
on similar, complex work but are more familiar 
with other points on the health funding con-
tinuum and may be wary of efforts that feel too 
far removed from their health mission. TCe’s 
experience can validate the complexity while 
also breaking it into more manageable, more 
achievable and less intimidating pieces. To be 
sure, identifying outcomes and process indica-
tors for this complex and multifaceted work is 
not easy, and the foundation is not expected to 
do this alone. TCe recognizes this is an important 
process to undertake in concert with BhC com-
reCommendaTions
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munities. Together, the sites and the foundation 
can track progress and make course corrections 
to their respective efforts, as well as capture the 
full range of outcomes that are happening. 
  Communicate more transparently about why 
the 14 communities were chosen and how the 
local work in them can support and complement 
work in other communities that are not directly 
funded. further, be more transparent about how 
much each community is receiving. while the 
foundation is reluctant to share this information 
because it might create competition, not knowing 
also creates competition alongside mystery and 
suspicion. 
  Communicate directly and confidently about the 
focus of support on boys and men of color. for 
example, publicly articulate the health dispari-
ties experienced by this population as well as the 
dearth of philanthropic and other resources aimed 
at closing those disparities. also, note the strategic 
opportunity of this moment in time, given recent 
current events and growing political will for these 
concerns. Continue to position this need as a re-
sponse to structural barriers, especially as the cam-
paign gets co-opted by more mainstream forces 
that prefer a narrative of personal responsibility and 
cultural pathology to one that exposes and works 
to dismantle structural inequities. finally, where 
possible, attend to needs of other marginalized 
groups as well, and be sure to show how investing 
in boys and men of color will have ripple effects 
that benefit others. 
 
5. involve grantees more directly in strategy devel-
opment. while grantees are tapped regularly for 
feedback to inform learning and evaluation, several 
of the findings point to the value of and need for 
greater grantee involvement on the front end of craft-
ing strategies. This includes helping with alignment 
across foundation efforts, identifying and articulating 
realistic and meaningful outcomes, and ensuring that 
nonprofit capacity building remains a priority for the 
foundation. Specific opportunities include creating a 
formal grantee advisory committee for the statewide 
policy and strategic communications work. addition-
ally, following on the work to develop logic models 
and plans for their respective BhC sites, community 
residents could play some role in making grant deci-
sions for their communities. This would complement 
TCe’s power building efforts and demonstrate to other 
institutional and systems leaders that power can be 
shared and shifted. 
6. align and coordinate the foundation’s grant invest-
ments across its programmatic areas as well as 
with mission investments. internal efforts to promote 
learning and strategizing across the healthy Communi-
ties and healthy California teams hold promise. addi-
tionally, while there is some resistance to creating more 
layers of infrastructure in communities, some greater 
coordination of both grantmaking and community-
based work would be useful. The hubs have not yet 
found their groove, but if efforts to build hub capacity 
are successful, they could be one vehicle to help this 
coordination happen. finally, program- and mission-re-
lated investment strategies could better align with and 
support the work in the 14 local communities.  
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7. invest in comprehensive and continuous profes-
sional development and training for staff. TCe has 
a staff of 135 to ensure its capacity to do social justice 
giving well. This size also allows staff to be located in 
or near funding sites as well as have time to connect 
with communities and build relationships. especially 
because the staff is so diverse and dispersed geo-
graphically, continuous training, support and internal 
communications are critical to ensure a unified team. 
Program staff need support to blend social justice 
values with the craft of grantmaking. operations staff 
need support to make the links between their day-to-
day responsibilities and the social justice mission of 
the foundation. These efforts will enable TCe to shore 
up its grantmaking function while also strengthening 
its work as a multifaceted changemaker.
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Strategic social justice philanthropy is not easy. But The 
California endowment proves that it is possible. with its 
steadfast commitment to building the capacity and power 
of marginalized communities, its strategic efforts to con-
nect local work with statewide policy, its deep investment 
in community organizing, and the many ways it leverages 
its leadership voice and influence, TCe is well on the way to 
tapping the full potential of foundations as social change-
makers. and it is achieving real, lasting results that people 
can feel in their lives. The foundation has helped expand 
health access and equity in myriad ways. Specifically, TCe 
supported passage and state implementation of national 
health reform, catalyzed changes throughout the state 
and in the public consciousness about school discipline 
policies, and focused attention on the urgent needs of 
boys and men of color. Continuing and building upon what 
works, as well as making strategic adjustments consistent 
with its values, not only will strengthen the results that TCe 
achieves but also serve as a beacon of hope to the field 
and to communities most in need of support.
ConClusion
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The strategic framework for BhC continues to evolve, and 
currently includes four “big results”:
1. Provide a health home for all children.
2. reverse the childhood obesity epidemic.
3. increase school attendance.
4. reduce youth violence. 
 
BhC also outlines 10 community-level outcomes that 
contribute to or indicate progress toward the big results:
1. all children have health coverage.
2. access to a health home.
3. health services shift resources toward prevention.
4. health promoting land use.
5. neighborhoods safe from violence.
6. Communities support healthy youth development.
7. healthy neighborhoods and school environments.
8. health improvements linked to economic develop-
ment.
9. narrowing health gaps for boys and men of color.
10. Shared vision for community health.
The outcomes are pursued through various ‘Health Hap-
pens Here’ campaigns focusing on schools, neighbor-
hoods and prevention:
Health Happens in Schools
1. School climate
2. School wellness
3. Comprehensive supports 
Health Happens in Neighborhoods
4. healthy food environments and food systems
5. healthy land-use planning and anti-displacement
6. healthy community and economic development
7. environmental health and justice
8. Systems that restore and heal
9. healthy youth opportunities 
Health Happens with Prevention
10. Public health
11. Coverage, care and community prevention
12. health care services
appendiX
The California endowmenT’S BUildinG healThY CommUniTieS STraTeGiC frameworK
a final component of the BhC strategic framework is “drivers of change” that describe what influences the intended out-
comes and, consequently, what strategies communities (and the foundation) must engage in to effect change:
  Building resident power   Changing the narrative
  developing youth leadership   leveraging partnerships
  enhancing collaboration
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